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.---------- --------- ——-— -------“THAT THY WAY MAY BE KNOWN UPON EARTH, THY SAVING HEALTH AMONG ALL NATIONS.”

VOL. VI.
IL, ,
■■■ggggggS
GEORGE W MYERS, PRINTER.

From the (London) Christian Observer.
«MY SON GIVE ME THINE HEART.”
My ton, sweetly echoed a voice divine,
Whatever thou ownwt or hopest is mine ;
And what do I ask, in ieturn, that’s thine,
But give me, oh give me, thy heart.

I will give, said a hypocrite, words and sighs,
With oft-bended knees and uplifted eyes,
And Bibles and Prayer-books piled high to the skies,
But the world must have my heart.
I will give, said the pharisee, tithes and alms—
For deed meritorious sweetly calms
Each stinging of conscience with hallowed balms,
But pride must have my heart.

I will give, said the miser, what costs mo not;
No anchorite boasts a more saintly lot;
For I watch and I starve—cold and dark is my cot—
But my gold must have my heart.
I give, said the merchant, full many a pound;
I am charity’s self; but I never have found
One moment for God, for in business I’m drown’d,
And business must have my heart.
I will give, said the doctrinist, precious wares,
Hooks and baits for Arminian and Calvinist snares,
With pride theologic, and splittings of hairs,
But my wisdom must have my heart.

Worn out, I will give, said the votaiy of mirth
To heaven, on a death-bed, the refuse of earth ;
Time enough in old age for a heavenly birth ;
Now pleasure must have my heart.
1 will give, said the soldier, a muster roll,
And a Sunday salute; but as for my soul,
It must care for itself, for fame is my goal,
And glory must have my heart.

I will give, said the statesman, with leave of the crown,
An act to build churches, or pull them down,
Whiche’er may most tend to my own renown,
For ambition must have my heart,
I will give, said a hermit, a flinty cell;
1 will give, said a Papist, a holy well;
I will give, said a Churchman, a font and bell;
But I cannot resign my heart.
Some harrangue for religion, and others think;
'/'heir colors give painters, divines their ink ;
Some even from miracles will not shrink;
But, O ! is the heart in these ?
And some give altar and incense fume,
Or missal illumined, or votive loom,
Or a cross, or a shrine, or a Gothic tomb,
Yet the heart may be absent still.

A critic presented a scholium new ;
A poet, a font of Cast-alian dew ;
A seceder the fringe for a table pew ;
But, O ! did they give the heart?
And I, said the Christian, what gift shall be mine?
Shall I wealth, or ambition, or pleasure resign?
Ah ! scanty return for such largess divine !
Nay, take, blessed Lord, take my heart.

Oh take it—’t is thine—and e’en should my will
Forget in dark moment its pledge to fulfil,
In spite of my waywardness keep it still,
For’t is thine, O my Saviour ! ’t is thine.
Yet nought do I yield ; I renounca no gain ;
I do but from toil and vexation refrain ;
I resign but things worthless, and fruitless and vain,
When, Saviour, I give thee my heart’

And e’en upon earth would hearts fondly twine,
In a bond more than mortal—eternal, divine—
Let them vow each with each, blessed Lord to be thine;
Yes, Jesus, we give thee our heart.

THE OBSERVER.
From the Southern Churchman.

THE CHRISTIAN SPIRIT.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 29, 1836.
are dear to him. His family bear witness to the
earnestness of his prayers for the church. His
face is seen foul with weeping, when Zion is
covered with a cloud in the day of God’s anger
and, again, his countenance brightens when
the word of the Lord has free course, and is
glorified. His children see him more deeply
interested in the concerns of Christ’s kingdom,
than in any secular concern. By reading to
them magazines, and other books of religious
intelligence, he brings good news to their ears,
and bids them rejoice with him. His neigh
bours are also invited to the feast; the hamlet
is taught to sing; the village rejoices and rings
with the sound of salvation and they of the city
triumph in God. As he cannot eat his spirit
ual morsel alone, nor monopolize his gracious
privileges, he exerts all his ingenuity to diffuse
the savour of the knowledge of Christ. Like
his divine Master, he cannot be hid—his work
is his delight; his labour his reward. If there be
an ignorant soul in his vicinity; he endeavours
to teach him or to afford him the means of in
struction. If there be an infidel ora profligate
he cannot be at rest till he brings them in the
Saviour’s way, praying that grace which con
quered himself may exert its energy upon them.
To the widows around him he imparts intelli
gence, which will cause their hearts to sing for
joy. The cottages of the poor are his favour
ite haunts; there he talks of the love of that
Saviour, who for our sakes became poor. The
afflicted frequently reckon his feet beautiful as
he approaches their beds of languishing, with
good tidings on his lips. The hoary headed sin
ner trembles in his presence, and young de
bauchees hide themselves. Every avenue to the
gospel of God he carefully opens. His pray
ers, his purse, his books, his time, and his very
life, are all consecrated to the service of that
God, who gave his Son for his ransom, and his
Spirit for his comforter and guide.”
From the New York Churchman.

INFIDELITY IN TIIE UNITED STATES.

A professor in one of the largest colleges in
the United States told us, in conversation, a
few days since that in going one morning to the
college, he found a man with a large supply of
tracts; which he was distributing to the stu
dents. On examination, these tracts proved to
be infidel publications of the greatest maligni
ty; and it was ascertained that the distributor
had shewn himself an indefatigable missionary
in the cause, having travelled through the New
England States for the purpose of disseminating
his principles. A gentleman of liberal views'of
religion now in this city, has been for a long
time engaged in collecting statistical facts illus
trative of the present state and tendency of the
press in our country. The result is that perni
cious anddemoralizing literature preponderates,
to an alarming extent and in an increasing ratio,
over that which is favourable to piety and vir
tue. We give the result without holding our
selves responsible for it: we have no doubt of
the accuracy of the facts on which it is based,
but are not sufficiently informed as to the prin
ciples on which the inquiryhas been conducted.
It has been stated, and, we presume, correctly,
that the infidels of this country are an organ
ized body, having their head quarters in large
cities, and confederated associations in the small
er towns and villages in different parts of the
country. It is well known that they have long
been in the habit of systematically desecrating
the Lord’s day, with the mockery of religious

He who has felt the love of God shed abroad
in his heart, feels that there are cords manyfold and strong binding him to his Redeemer,
and motives irresistible urging him to live for services—that they have speakers on these oc
Christ. His cause is the Christian’s cause. His casions of popular address and no mean abilities
soul feels the thrill of delight at its triumphs, —that they have papers devoted wholly to their
and mourns when the adversary prevails. For cause; and that they have their bookstores for
this he plans and labours and pleads, bestows the vending not only of blasphemy and ribal
his treasure and offers up his prayers. The dry, but of the larger treatises which men of
field of his vision is the kingdom of Christ—his acute hut perverse minds have written in de
enquiries and efforts are circumscribed by no fence of their demoralizing tenets.
other limits than the wants of man,and the proNot long since a gentleman, in crossing one
mise of usefulness. Has he by assuming the of our largest ferries ventured to offer a mild
vows of the sacraments entered fully within the expostulation to the ferryman for vociferating,
pale of the church? It was not to enjoy inglo on a trifling occasion, some of the most trem
rious sloth, but that he might be a labourer in endous oaths and curses that ever assailed his
the Lord s vineyard. Has he consecrated all ear. Much to his surprise, he was answered
that he has to his Saviour? It was not that with a metaphysical argument going to show
they should be wasted in self indulgence, or that man was irresponsible for his belief and ac
boarded up to rust in uselcssncss.but that they tions, backed with the confident declaration that
might be employed in promoting the glory of the whole of religious world were either fools or
God and the good of men. He and they are knaves.
"to spend and be spent for Christ.” This de
£Few persons have any idea of the extent
termination will lead him to advance every to which infidelity is propagated in this coun
scheme by which God may be honoured—to try, and of the boldness with which it is avow
watch with solicitude the openings of Provi ed. We have before us some of the periodicals
dence, and eagerly to embrace every opportu published for this purpose which amply contra
nity of doing something in the great cause.
dict the assertion we have lately seen, that there
There are secular employments and tempo are no systematic efforts to unsettle the Chris
ral duties not to be neglected, which religion tian belief of the community.]—<S. S. Jour.
enjoins us to discharge with fidelityand punc
tuality. But the great business of the Christian
From the Christian Watchman.
in this world is to live for eternity—the main
objects of this life have reference to the king DR. CAREY AND THE CHURCH AT LEICESTER.
Mr. Editor.—Having been favoured with
dom of God. If our first concern be to amass
wealth, or to take care of it, to secure all the the perusal of those sheets of the forthcoming
comforts which ve desire for ourselves and our Memoir of Dr. Carey, which have been receiv
families, or to gratify some other passion whose ed from London, I send you a copy of two par
influence may control us, and we give to reli agraphs which struck my mind with peculiar
gion and the soul only fragments of time and force. The compiler, Rev. Eustace Carey, af
fractions of money, which can be spared with ter mentioning the fact that his uncle had con
out imposinganv degree of constraint upon our cluded to accept the invitation of the commit
selves, are we living for ourselves or for God? tee to proceed to Bengal as their first mission
Are we not exhausting life in the pursuit of that ary, says.—
“The Church at Leicester listened to the re
which is unworthy such devotion? Do we not
sacrifice our greater interests for the less? How monstrances of their minister, and his compas
little satisfaction will be felt by us when at the sionate entreaty for the heathen: and after suit
close ofiife we shall be compelled to review our able devotional exercises, surrendered him for
course and discover that although bound by the work, ‘whereunto the Holy Ghost had call
solemn engagements to "spend and to be spent ed him.’ In prevailing with them to make this
for Christ,” we have devoted our affections, surrender he reminded them of the many pray
our powers and all our efforts to secular con ers they had presented to God of late years for
cerns. We may have amassed those perishing the conversion of the heathen; and that they
riches which God may make a curse instead of were called upon to offer an appropriate sacraa blessing to our offspring and feel that for this fice to verify the sincerity of their devotions ;
sordid portion wo have been traitors to our Be and moreover, that, if they willingly g&vc ^11,n
up, he felt assured the blessing of God would
nefactor, and sold our souls to death.
How lovely is the following picture of the attend them. They obeyed the call. 1 hey
honored God; and he has ho.ored them in re
feelings and life of the devoted believer.
‘'Before God, in his closet, he protests that turn. With the exception of only a very few
he is a child, and that the interests of religion years in which they were in a depressed condi-

advancing prosperity. For twenty years they
enjoyed the ministry of the most eloquent sa
cred orator in Christendom.* Nor have the la
bours of their present pastor been crowned with
less success than were those of his predecessor.
The house of worship, since Mr. Carey’s depar
ture has been twjce considerably enlarged; a
secession has taken place, forming a second respectabJeand flourishing interest, andtheoriginal
church and congregation are both more num
erous and more united than ever they were be
fore known to be.
“The first and highest designation of a Chris
tian minister respects Christ and his cause; the
pastorate of a particular church is a thing secon
dary and subordinate. The obligation involved
in the first, is absolute and perpetual; that of
the latter is voluntary, casual, precarious. It is
granted that the relation of pastor and flock is
too solemn and too tenderly interesting to be
assumed and dissolved with levity. But, on
the other hand, it is easily conceivable that pas
tors and people, from motives not always the
most spiritual, may be so wrapped up in their
attachment to each other as to bo lamentably
insensible to the more catholic claims which the
cause of Christ may present to them.”
* Tlie late Rev. Robert Hall.

THE EFFECT OF WAR ON ENGLAND.

The national debt of England is more than
three thousand millions of dollars; a debt pro
duced by war. The interest on that debt, and
the parts of it which have been liquidated,
amount to more than ten times as much more,
or more than thirty thousand millions of dollars.
And what has she obtained in return for this
vast amount of capital? Where shall we look
for the benefit which she has derived from this
incalculable expense? Ask the depths of the
ocean, and the sunken fleets of Trafalgar, and
the Nile will answer. She has gained the fame
of making her “Lion” ro»«- over vi.e vanquish
ed Armada—of "letting slip the dogs ol war”
upon the palmy shores of Ilindostan—of giving
Wellington immortality upon the plains of Wa
terloo. And is this all? No. It has erected
monuments in Westminster Abbey to the great
est butchers of our race that ever lived; it has
written poverty upon the foreheads of a major
ity ofher labourers; it has crushed the many
with burdensome taxes to honour the destroyers of our race with a name; a name, which, if
society understood its interests as it ought;
would only render its possessor detestable, con
temptible. We have only considered the effect
of war upon national prosperity. Infinitely
more disastrous is it in its consequences upon
private than upon public property, and infinite
ly more extensive. Whole navies can better be
sunk in the ocean, than the poor man’s house
be burned over his head by an invading army.
War add to national wealth! increase national
prosperity! Give me the money that has been
spent in War, and 1 will purchase every foot of
land upon the globe. I will clothe every man,
woman,and child in an attire that kings and queens
would be proud of; I will build a school house
upon every hill side, and in every valley over
the whole habitable earth; I will supply that
school house with a competent teacher: I will
build an academy in every town, and endow it,
a college in every State, and fill it with able
professors; I will crown every hill with a church
consecrated to the promulgation of the gospel
of peace: I will support in its pulpit an able
teacher

of righteousness, so that on every Sab

bath morning the chime on one hill should an
swer to the chime on another, round the earth’s
broad circumference; and the voice of prayer,
and the song of praise, should ascend like an
universal holocaust to heaven. The darkness
of ignorance would flee before the bright light
of the sun of science; paganism would be crush
ed by the fall of her temples, shaken to their
deep foundations by the voice of truth; war
would no more stalk over the earth’ trampling
under his giant tread all that is beautiful and
lovely beneath the sky. This is not fancy. I
wish it was; for it reflects upon the character
of man. It is the darkest chapter in human de
pravity thus to squander God’s richest blessings
upon passion and lust.—Stebbins' Address.
From the Preebyterian.
COLONEL GARDINER.

In the life of Col. Gardiner written by Dr.
Doddridge, there is an interesting narrative in
troduced for the purpose of setting forth the
benevolent spirit of the Colonel. This narra
tive I transcribe for your columns, especially
because it affords a lively illustration of the
wide-spread happiness which one genuine act of
benevolence may cause.
Where persons standing in need of his char
ity happened, as they often did to be persons
of remarkably religious dispositions, it was easy
to perceive that he not only loved but honour
ed them; and really esteemed it an honour,
which Providence conferred upon him, that he
should be made as it were the almoner of God,
for the relief of such.
I cannot forbear relating a little story here,
which when the Colonel himself heard it, gave
him such exquisite pleasure that I hope it will be
acceptable to several of my readers. There
was in a village about three miles from North
ampton and in a family which of all others near
me was afterwards most indebted to him,(though
he had never then seen any member of it) an
aged and poor but eminently good woman, who
had with great difficulty, in the exercise of
much faith and patience,diligence and humility
made shift to educate a large family of children
after the death of her husband, without being
chargeable to the parish; which, as it was quite
beyond her hope, she often spoke of with great
delight. At length, when worn out with age
and infirmities, she lay upon her dying bed, she
did in a most lively and affecting manner, ex
press her hope andjoyinthe views of approach
ing glory. Yet amidst all the triumph of such
a prospect, there was one remaining care and
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was, that as her journey, and her stock of pro
visions were both ended together, she feared
that she must either be buried at the parish ex
pense, or leave her most dutiful and affectionate
daughters, the house, stripped of some of the
few moveables, which remained in it, to perform
the last office of duty to her, which she had
reason to believe they would do. While she
was combating with this only remaining anxie
ty, I happened, though I knew not the extremi
ty of her illness, to come in, and to bring with
me a guinea, which the generous Colonel had
sent by a special message, on hearing the char
acter of the family, for its relief. A present
like this, (probably the most considerable they
had ever received in their lives) coming in this
manner from an entire stranger, at such a crisis
of time, threw my dying friend into a perfect
transport of joy. She esteemed it a singular fa
vour of Providence, sent to her in her last mo
ments, as a token of good, and greeted it as a
special mark of that loving kindness of God,
which should attend her for ever. She would
therefore be raised up in her bed, that she might
bless God for it upon her knees, and with her
last breath pray for her kind and generous ben
efactor, and for him who had been the instru
ment of directing his bounty into this channel.
After which, she soon expired, with such tran
quility and sweetness as could not but most sen
sibly delight all who beheld her, and occasion
ed many who knew the circumstance, to glori
fy God on her behalf.
Now look at the happiness springing from
one act of charity. The poor dying widow is
made happy and her daughters participate with
exquisite sensibility in her delight; her pious
pastor’s heart is filled with joy; the bestower of
the alms was happy when he gave it, and, still
happier when he heard of the joy which his
gift had imparted; and doubtless thousands of
readers of Col. Gardiner’s Life have been spe
cially delighted while reading this page, and I
have been happy in transcribing this narrative;
and I hope many of your readers will take de
light in perusing it; and, perhaps; from your
paper it may be transferred to other papers ;
and thus manyhearts now beating with life may
rejoice in a deed done; and participated in, anil
enjoyed by individuals who, have been now for
many years in the world of perfect benevolence
and perfect bliss.
ANECDOTE.

A pious parent had three sons, who, not
withstanding all his admonitions and instruc
tions mingled with many prayers and tears,
grew up to manhood in scepticism and profliga
cy. The father died, and, conceiving that it
might perhaps produce a good impression upon
the minds of his abandoned children,to let them
see how a Christian dies—the friends of the
family introduced them to the bedside of the ex
piring parent, but to their unspeakable grief,
the good man died under a cloud, and destitute
or those strong consolations which believers usu
ally experience in their closing scene. It was
naturally enough supposed that the effects of
this melancholy circumstance on the young men
would be to confirm them in their prejudice
against religion; and strengthen them in their
infidelity. It was not so, however, for a few
days after the funeral, the younger brother en
tered the room in which were the other two, and
observing that he had been weeping, they in
quired into the cause. “I have been thinking
said he, “ofthe death of our father.”
“Ah !”
they said, “a dismal death it was*, what trftth
or reality can there be in religion, when such
“a man as he died in such a state of mind?”—
"It has not affected me in this way,” said the
younger brother, “we all know what a holy life
our father lived, and what a gloomy death he
died; now J have been thinking how dreadful
our deaths must be who livesuch a wicked life!”
The observation was like an arrow to their con
sciences; they began to be alarmed; they re
paired to the ordinances of religion, which, in
their father’s life time, they had despised, and
ultimately became as eminent for piety, as their
exemplary parent had been.—Presbyterian.
interesting relic.
An English soldier found in General Warren’s
pocket, as he lay on the ground after the bat
tle, at Bunker's Hill, a prayer book, with the
General’s name in it. The soldier carried it to
England, and sold it for a high price to a kindhearted clergyman, who benevolently transmit
ted it to a minister in Roxbury, with a request
that he would restore it to the General’s nearest
relation. It was accordingly given to his broer, whose son, Dr. John C. Warren of Boston,
still retains it. It was printed in 1759, in a char
acter remarkably distinct, and is strong and
handsomely bound.
The body of General Warren, was buried
with many others near the spot where he fell.
Jt was sometime afterwards removed to the Tre
mont burying ground in Boston, and finally to
the family vault, under St. Paul’s Church, op
posite the Common. Ilis brothers, at the first
interment, knew his remains by an artificial
tooth, by a nail wanting on one of his fingers,
and by his clothes, in which he was buried, just
as he fell.—Southern Messenger.
THE RECHABITES.

The Rev. Joseph-Wolff says ;—On my arri
val at Mesopotamia, some Jews that' I saw
there, pointed me to one of the ancient Rechabites. He stood before me, wild, likean Arab,
holding the bridle of his horse in his hand. I
showed him the Bible in Hebrew and Arabic,
which he was much rejoiced to see, as he could
read both languages, but had no knowledge of
the New Testament. After having proclaimed
to him the tidings of salvation, and made him
a present of the Hebrew and Arabic Bibles and
Testaments, I asked him, “Whose descendant
are you?”
“Mousa,” 6aid he, boisterously, “is my name
and I will show you who were my ancestorson

he immediately began to read from the
5th to the 11th verse of Jeremiah xxxv.
“Where do you reside ?” said I.
Turning to Genesis x. 27, he replied, “At
Hadoram, now called Sinar by the Arabs ; at
Uzal, now called Sanan by the Arabs;’and 8gaiii
referring to the same chapter, verse 30th" he
continued, "At Mesha, now called Mecca, in
the deserts around those places. We drink no
wine, and plant no vineyard and sow no seed !
and live in tents, as Jonadab, our father com
manded us; Hobah was our father too.__ _
Come to us, and you will find us sixty thousand
in number: and you see thus the prophecy has
been fulfilled, ‘Therefore, thus saith the Lord
of Hosts, the God of Israel, Jonadab, the son
of Rechab, shall not want a man to stand before
me for ever;’ and saying this, Mousa, the Rechabite, mounted his horse, and fled away, and
left behind a host of evidence in faveur of sa
cred writ.”—(London) Visiter.
REPORT

Of the Committee on the State ofthe Church,made
to the Convention of the Diocese of Virginia,
May 1836.
The committee on the State of the Church,
beg leave respectfully to present the following
report;
One of the main purposes for which your
committee is annually appointed is to report to
the Convention, and spread out before the
Church at large, the existing state of religion
in the diocese, and from an examination of its
present condition to suggest such measures and
considerations as may best tend to piomote its
future welfare.
In pursuance of this object your committee
have this year again the gratification to remark
that as to her external condition, the Church
continues still to prosper, and that she is still
increasing both in numbers and strength. Her
outwardand her growing prosperity is evinced
both by the parochial and Episcopal reports,
and by the steadily increasing numbers of her
laity and clergy, and her delegates to the Con
vention: And that the great Head of the Church
continues to vouchsafe to her this blessing calls
aloud for gratitude and thanksgiving.
But experience and Scripture both show
that prosperity is not always the condition that
is either safest or best improved, and many cir
cumstances induce and justify the belief that
acts of contrition and humiliation should be
blended with our songs of thanksgiving.
Testimony from all parts of the diocese goes
to show that with a few insulated exceptions,
comparatively much less religious sensibility is
manifested than formerly, that a spirit of slum
ber seems creeping over the Churches, and that
even much spiritual apathy is beginning gener
ally to prevail. Indeed, for the space of two
or three years past, it is to feared that the in
terests of vital godliness have not been promot
ed in an equal degree with its outward forms,
but that the cause of inward piety has at least
been stationary if not in a state of declension.
Various causes probably have contributed
their quota to this result. The painful politi
cal excitements that have of late years pervad
ed the state; the all-absorbing spirit of specu
lation that has spread its infection over all clas
ses of society, and the re-action consequent
upon that over excitement, which through a
misguided zeal, some religionists of the age
have laboured to promote in many of the Church
es around us, from which it has, in many instan
ces exerted an unfavourable influence even
upon our own congregations—in fine, the reli
gious languor which we experience proves,
and according to the laws of our constitution,
most generally succeeds even a state of moder
ate religious excitement—these have all had a
tendency to induce a state of spiiitual remiss
ness— to bring religion into disrepute, and sub
stitute the form for the power of godliness, and
to withdraw both the attention and affections of
Christians from the work cf grace and the in
fluence of divine truth upon tne hearts and
characters of men.
Standing upon the watchtowers of Z on, your
committee cannot but notice these evils now in
their incipient stages, in order that the servants
of God may at once gird up their loins and
brace themselves to the task of counteracting
and removing them.
These things cannot but address a powerful
and stirring appeal to the hearts and conscien
ces of the clergy, and of all others who love the
Church and the religion of the Saviour. And
whilethey unfold theevil they suggest the reme
dy. Let the ministers of our Church faithfully
do their duty—let the friends of Zion at once
put themselves on the defensive, and in a state
of holy vigilance, and let every effort be made
to redeem what we have lost to excite our too
languid zeal, and to resist the further encroach
ments of the above-mentioned evils.
As to the commendation from the General
Convention in reference to the manner in which
the general confession should be repeated—a
subject which our Diocesan submitted to the
Convention, and the Convention to your com-’
mittee—we have to observe, that though a min
ority of us believe our former practice to be in
conformity with the original intention of the
rubric, and therefore, that it is not competent
to the House of Bishops, or even the General
Convention, to alter its obligation by a mere
resolution or recommendation-, yet the majority
of your committee concur in believing that the
proposed alteration is not inconsistent with the
rubric; that it is expedient, and that for the sake
of promoting uniformity, the observance of it
ought to be recommended to all the churches
of the Diocese.
At the same time they desire distinctly to
state and to put it on record—-they are pleas
ed to know that in this particular the Conven
tion of South Carolina have set them the ex
ample—they desire unequivocally to state that
they think it inexpedient for the House of
Clerical and Lay Deputies to solicit the separ
ate actio» of the House of Bishops in any case
whatever.—Southern Churchman.

GAMBIER OBSERVER.
pondered in this day of perpetual changes. - in review, lie was removed by death from the
denounce attachment to the church as consum ing, is begun in a spirit which is to outlive the Who can believe that a constant succession of scene of his labours. This was on the 2d of
mate bigotry. They suppose a membership sun and stars. Could it speak, it might say,
would thus have built up this counirj June, 1822.—“My lamented friend,” said Dr.
in the Church essential to admittance into hea with his Maker, from the first moment of its strangers
Morrison, in a letter dated at Canton, October
A missionary of the Church Missionary So ven, and hence, the moment they discover any existence;of my years there is no end' Follow church in holiness, strength, and comfort 1
10th of this year, “did not live to see the whole
ciety, attached to the Ceylon Mission, remar s tendency in an argument to deprive any indi it into eternity, think of its possible experience May the good man still five long to feed the Bible printed in Chinese. Disease arrested his
church
of
God,
and
bring
forth
abundant
fruit
that great benefits have there resulted roju t. le vidual of Church membership, they recoil from at the end of millions of years, see it then look
progress in the midst of a revisal of the last two
course pursued in the preparation of can i a . it with horror. They can do this while they do ing forward with great susceptibilities and pow in old age.— Chr. Mirror.
books. These were sent up tome to prepare
ers;
—
ar.d
how
interesting
the
moment
when
for confirmation. An inrtance is
not hesitate to believe that most of mankind
them for the press, which I have done, and re
From the Christian Witr.eM.
n boy, who after .citable ins.ruct.on. n he are on the road to ruin, or that Christ died but you, its father, first hung over it, with mingled
turned them to Malacca, to be put into the
great'truths of religion, was confirmed by the for a few ; without one pang of regret, perhaps, smiles and tears! nay, how solemn is that hour,
CHINESE VERSION OF THE BIBLE.
hands of the Chinese printers.” The death of
bishop, and subsequently went to »'•« ns rela shut the gates of heaven’s mercy to millions, for then it becomes immortal ! Overwhelmed
The Chinese Repository for October 1835, Dr. Milne made it necessary for Dr. Morrison
tions in another village- While there the pec and then turn and assail some who shut not hea with the thought that an undying spirit is horn,
says the Missionary Herald for June, contains to visit Malacca. At this place under date of
nle of the village were celebrating some cere
and committed to your care, you cast yourself
monies connected with “devil worship,” and the ven, but merely the door of the visible Church; with it at the feet of your Maker beseeching a valuable historical account of the version of March 18th, 1823, he says, “There are now
more correctly, not shut it, but suppose that
the Bible into the Chinese language, an abridg eight persons engaged in printing the Scriptures
boy was invited to the performance. “I am a or
has not been opened by many, who will not him to take it into his protection.
Christian,” he replied; “I have nothing to do itenter
in Chinese; and if no unforeseen occurrence
Amidst the general joy that fills a household ment of which is given below.
the
door,
but
choose
to
climb
up
some
oth

with these things; I cannot go to see them.— er way.
In the year 1805 a Chinese manuscript was shall arise, the whole will be cut and struck off
at the birth of a child, a parent who thinks at all
Theh ishop told me when 1 was confirmed, that
Now the real truth of the matter is, that of the future, cannot but be thoughtful and sol found in the British Museum, which, on exam in about three months. * * * As soon as they
1 must have nothing to do with idolatry. lie the Church was not designed directly for the emn. He stands before the universe, responsi ination, was found to be a harmony of the four are all printed and bound, we purpose sending
asked us all if we would give up devil worship
ble as the parent of an immortal creature. To evangelists, with the Acts of the Apostles, and a few copies to the Bible Society to be depos
of a single soul. The grand desi
and all heathenish ceremonies. 1 promised 1 salvation
him, in the ages of eternity, a glorious inhabit- the epistles of Paul, except that to the He ited in their library for subsequent revisior^and
of
the
Church
is
to
keep,
maintain,
and
diffuse
would.” The impressive rite of which he had that truth, which under the blessing of God’s ant of heaven will turn and say, My father! and brews, made from the Vulgate, under the di correction. Dr. Milne and I hoped to live and
been the subject was not lost upon him. Would
as he sees it rising in happiness and honor, rection of the Jesuits, and represented to be sit down together to revise the whole, but the
that its obligation* were always well remember good Spirit, will sanctify a man, and make him he,
will
say. My Child! Or else, the child in its generally accurate, and highly elegant in its Divine Sovereign has summoned him hence.”—
meet
for
the
inheritance
of
the
saints
in
light.
—
ed by those who in Christian lands have better
eternal
separation from God, will think of its style. This manuscript appears to have been a Agreeable to Dr. M.’s expectations, the blocks
So
the
Church
cannot
be
said
to
save
souls,
opportunities of instruction.
parents
with feelings growing more dreadful transcript made in 1739.—The date of the orig were completed on the 20th of May following,
but
rather
to
save
that
truth,
which,
the
S
pir
In further evidence of the utility of this rite,
with
its
increasing guilt and pain. Your child inal is not stated. A copy of that in the Bri and “impressions taken of dll the parts of tha
it
co
operating,
can
accomplish
this
blessed
and of the instructions connected with it in the
will
hereafter
awaken joy and praise in your tish Museum was taken to Canton by Dr. Mor Bible which were not before printed.”
work.
Mission schools, the same missionary remarks:
From this date till 1830 the period within
“Well, then, cannot a man be saved without heart for its birth, or, if you spend eternity with rison in 1807.
“Pleasing instances from time to time occur
In 1806 a translation of the Scriptures into which we proposed to limit our remarks for the
out
it
in
heaven,
or
with
it
in
hell,
you
will
say,
the
Church
if
he
come
in
contact
with
saving
which shew us that some of the children’s minds
the Chinese language was commenced in Bengal present very little seems to have been done in
are impressed with the truths and doctrines truth, and the Spirit seal to him instruction from Good were it for you and for me if you had under the superintendence, it would seem, of the great work of revising and perfecting the
it?
Surely
he
can.
But
suppose
all
mankind
never
been
born
!
which they are taught. A Kandian youth be
It is the great glory of God, as Creator, that the Rev. D. Brown, provost of the college of two versions of the Bible which now existed in
longing to the English school was lately intro were left to such a hap-hazard dependence for
salvation
—
suppose
that
there
was
no
society
to
He
is Father of spirits. Angels and other Fort William, and some portions were printed the Chinese language. One and another of the
duced by his relations to the company of a num
be
a
pillar
and
basis
of
divine
truth,
as
i
’
aul
spirits
are the joy and crown of his works. It with blocks like those commonly used in Chi individuals who were aeqainted with the lan
ber of Budhist priests, that he might, by their
guage were removed by death; and the lew who
says
the
Church
was
designed
to
be
—
that
the
is
an
honor,
then, in itself considered, to sus nese printing.
admonitions, be turned from any erroneous
Not long after the work of translating the survived were so situated and employed, that
the relation of parent to an immortal crea
views he had embraced in the school; but he truth were left to float about by itself, and tain
find its way down to future times as it could. ture; and they who in heaven behold their off scriptures into Chinese was taken up by the they were compelled to postpone a work in
so warmly defended the Doctrines of Christi —
speaking, could such truth revive ? spring amongst the spirits of the just, will feel Serampore missionaries, especially Dr. Marsh which they were anxious to engage, and to see
anity, that the priests gave up the attempt of NoHumanly
;
it
would
lost amid the relics of ages that, in their relation as parents, they have a man, and in August, 1811, the whole of the New carried forward to the highest degree of per
convincing him that he had erred from the faith, rolling by, andbe
a few centuries would find it like likeness to God in that which to him is a source Testament was finished and all the gospels were fection. We are sure that it was the earnest de
He pressed them so closely for arguments to the system of Plato,
which thus left, can boast of infinite joy. The parental relation, indeed printed or in press, and the Pencateuch was sire of the translators, Morrison, Milne, and
prove the truth of Buddhism that they found it
in
its
translator,
Taylor,
of one disciple in mod begins with a part of the race in sorrow. But translated to the book of Numbers. In 1814, Marshman, that their successors should enter
difficult to answer him.” How few of the
not as the offence will be the free gift: for she the missionaries state that the larger part of into their labors, and toil as they themselves had
youths who are educated in the belief of Chris ern times.
“But the Church keeps the truth alive when that was first in the transgression will have sus the Old Testament was ready for the press: and done to render the word of God more easy to
tianity are able to give a reason tor their faith?
arrangements had been made to print be understood by those for whom it was trans
From this arises the facility with which they are generation after generation disappears. A di ceptibilities to happiness, from natural feelings that
both
the
Old and New Testaments with move- lated. And the same desire will, we fondly
towards
offspring,
which
may
make
her
first
in
vinely
constituted
society,
which
by
its
nature
induced by any unfavorable influence to which
able metallic types. Some of the books had hope, be cherished by every friend of this nation
they may be subjected, to discard even those and its ceaseless succession of officers and the bliss of heaven.
Can the reader think of a more perfect image actually been printed. This was probably the and especially by those who are in immediata
partial and outward professions which they were members, makes its own existence perpetual,
of
bliss than the mother of a glorified spirit? a first Chinese printing executed with moveable contact with its inhabitants until the Chinese
in
the
same
way
it
makes
perpetual
that
truth
early taught, and take up the cant of the pro
which
is
intrusted
to
its
sacred
keeping.
spirit,
that shall have turned many to righteous metallic types. Great care was taken in version of the sacred Scriptures shall, in point
fane and impious. Did parents remember that
ness,
and
will forever be loved and honored by correcting the translation, and the sheets were of style, equal, if not surpass, the best native
“
How
contrary,
then,
to
sound
policy
and
it is a part of the baptismal engagements into
and revised by Dr. M. and his son, works extant.
which they have entered, to instruct their chil philosophy, as well as charity, to call a devotee Christ and the redeemed, for the part which he examined
Respecting the means and measures employ
also a Chinese assistant, and Mr. Lassai, (an Arto
the
Church
a
bigot,
a
slave
to
forms
and
cer

bore
on
earth,
in
the
cause
of
human
salvation.
dren in the principles of Christianity to such
ct-liAcutcU unUtw Chinese teachers,^ ed by the Christian world previous to 1830, to
If
it
is
seen
that
the
mother
gave
such
direction
emonies,
one
who
has
the
form
of
godliness
an extent that if they do not come to the rite
without its power. The salvation of the soul is tO the Opening mind Of her son ns that his sub twelve or fifteen times before they were struck circulate the holy Scriptures among the Chinese
of confirmation fortified by knowledge, and im the
most momentous of all subjects for human sequent useiuinxnss can be traced back to her off. This translation of the entire Scriptures a few words in addition to what we have already
pressed by the motives of Christianity it will thoughts. Truth is the instrument which ac influence, surely there will be no crown was completed and presented to the British and said must suffice for the present. In the reports
not be from parental neglect—then would the complishes that salvation. The Church is “the
heaven for which that mother would ex Foreign Bible Society, by which it had been li ol the British and For. Bible Society we find
important ends of this rite be effected, and ma witness” to testify to the integrity of that in change her joy.— The Baptized Child.
berally patronized, in May, 1823.
notice of the following sums (including those
nv a parent be saved from the anguish of wit strument, and “the keeper” to preserve it from
Dr. Morrison, as befoie referred to, arrived mentioned above,) paid to Dr. Morrison and his
nessing the wreck of his fond hopes, and the all harm. To love the Church, then, is to love
Canton in 1807 : and in 1810 he had become colleagues; in the report dated 1812 £500, in
How soft and sweet are those silken cords at
Church would he preserved from the reproach man’s best welfare—to love, to sustain this
so far acquainted with the Chinese language as 1813, £500; in those tor 1816, 1818,1819, 1821,
hieh
the
blessed
Redeemer
twines
and
ties
Rndloss which she now sustains by the unfaith Church in its utmost purity, is to love man’s
to commence his labors as a translator. A re and 1824, each £1,000; in.those for 1828, and
about the hearts of his children ! How differ
fulness of her members.
best welfare with a proportionate zeal. Singu ent from mere natural affection, and much more vised and amended edition of the Acts, from 1829, each £300: total £6,600. The sum paid
lar then, as it may seem to the inconsiderate, the from vicious self love! Surely it is a pleasant the manuscript of the British Museum, was pre for the version at Serampore we have not the
From the Churchman.
ardent and intelligent lover of the Church is so thing to love with a pure heart fervently, and pared and printed. In 1811 the translation of means of ascertaining. Milne, in 1820, speaking
THE CHURCH.
far from being a bigot, that he is the greatest something of this love a believer feels to a Luke was finished and printed: and in January, of the aid which had been afforded to him and
We are glad to find our intelligent contempo philanthropist on earth,”
1814, Dr. Morrison states that the whole New
associates in their biblical pursuits, says,
friend, and something of it I feel towards you Testament had been translated and the last hL
rary, the Church Advocate, distinctly express
“Ihe translators return their most grateful
which
brings
a
melting
tear
into
my
eye,
and
ing an opinion respecting the Church, which in
sheet wasjust then coming from the printer.— thanks to the British and Foreign Bible Socie
From the British Magazine.
refreshes my very body as I write: grace mer Two thousand copies were printed at an ex ty and to the friends of the Chinese mission in
all our editorial labors we have kept steadily in
MAKING
THE
RESPONSES.
cy, and peace be with you. May heavenly pense of about 3,818 Spanish dollars. Shortly America, for the liberal support they have af
view. It is, that the grand end or object for
I have often seen it remarked by those who truth beam into your soul, and heavenly love after Dr. M. writes as follows to the British and forded to this object and hope the same will be
which the Church was instituted on earth, was
the preservation and dissemination of truth, and write, either in defence or eulogy of our church inflame your heart. You are now working as a Foreign Bible Society.
continued, till the word of life is spread over
that, this truth is the means by which salvation that one of the great beauties of our liturgy labourer in your Master’s vineyard. Be faith
“A few days after the date of this letter Dr. all the provinces of China, and all the is
is effected. The end at which we aim is hap is, that the people are not only allowed, but re ful and diligent, and look up to your Master Morrison wrote again, and forwarded to the so lands of her sea. The number of New Testa
piness, the only way to happiness is goodness, quired to take a vocal part in the public devo continually for direction and assistance. Re ciety a complete copy of the New Testament, ments primed, we suppose may amount to 15,and the 6ure guide to goodness is truth. Thus tions. And yet, it is surprising, in how few member his gracious promise, “Lo, I am with accompanied by a letter in which he says, ‘Al 000 copies: and of the Old Testament there has
truth is the grand means of salvation, to which churches this is done. For my own part, being you always, even to the end of the world.”— low me this day, as if present from the land of probably been about one third of that number.
all other means, including the Church, the min bred up from childhood, in a parish, in which He will supply you with wisdom, strength, and China, in the midst of your animating assembly These have had a very wide circulation, copies
istry, and the sacraments, are subsidiary. In so full a body of voice rose throughout the courage ; for he sends none upon a warfare at to lay before you a translation of the New Tes having been sent to almost every country and
proportion as this simple view is embraced, all church, that the voice of the clerk was barely their own cost. Go forth wherever you are in tament in Chinese, made and published at Can place where there are people to read them.—
disputes respecting the validity and invalidity distinguishable, and having always felt how vited into the devil's territories; carry the Re ton. I present it in token of esteem, and as a Thus a great work has been commenced. The
of ordinances, and the nature and effect of the cheerful a thing it was to attend divine worship deemer’s standard along with you, and blow the mark of gratitude for the benevolent patronage word of the Lord has gone forth; and may it
sacraments, will disappear, or cease to produce in my parish church, I cannot describe the Gospel trumpet boldly, fearing nothing but which you have liberally afforded to the object spread and prosper till all the inhabitants of
acrimony. Wherein, for instance, consists the damp and chill it cast over me, when I first at yourself. If you meet with success, as 1 trust of my labors. May your institution continue Sinim and the multitudes of her children who
efficacy of the Lord's supper? We answer, it tended divine worship in a Church in which that you will, expect clamour and threats from the till every creature shall possess in his own lan dwell on the islands of the sea, shall acknow
is a perpetual monument and a vivid exhibitio » practice was not observed. It appeared like world, and a little venom now and then from the guage the Bible.’ ” On the receipt of this the ledge the Son of God to be their Saviour and
of truth—of those sublime truths which are pe being debarred from a rightful privilege, for I children. These bitter herbs are necessary, society made a grant of £1.000.
in spirit and in truth bow down and worship the
culiar to revelation, which are there described durst not venture to raise my voice amidst a otherwise the heart would be lifted up with
The edition of two thousand copies, noticed Most High.
pride,
if
it
was
not
kept
down
by
these
pres

general
silence.
I
was
however
told
by
my
tu

as “the bread of life,” and which were embodi
above, was printed in a large octavo size, and
ed and manifested to men in the sacrifice on the tor, that it was my duty to conquer what he sures. The more success you meet with the having been circulated by Milne among the
cross. In the Bible this truth is largely ampli called a false shame, and give the Almighty the more opposition you will find: but Jesus sitteth Chinese’on the island of the Indian Archipelago, NEW GRANTS FOR RUSSIA, SEAMEN, 4c.
The Executive Committee of the American
fied, in the sacraments it is powerfully concen public honor which the church ordained, what above the water-floods and remaineth a King it was resolved to print a new edition in duode
Tract Society, at their meeting,May 16, having
trated, and for its effectual preservation and ex ever others might do. I accordingly did so, for ever. His eye is ever upon you, and his cimo.
hibition a ministry has been appointed to be and have continued the practice of responding, heavenly guards surround you. Therefore fear
“In the course of the year 1814, the trans been deeply interested in statements presented
not; go on humbly, go ori boldly, trusting only lation
continued by succession to the end of the in a voice, more or less audible, wherever
ol the book of Genesis was completed ; by the Rev. John C. Brown, from St. Peters
world. In this view there is nothing unintelli was. Sometimes this led to unpleasant remarks; in Jesus, and all opposition shall fall before and early the following year it was revised and burg, resolved, that three thousand dollars be ap
gible, nothing mystified, while at the same time but 1 remember particularly, that upon one oc you ; make the Scriptures your only study, and printed in a duodecimo size, to correspond with propriated for Tract operations in Russia, in
the Church is seen to answer a most important casion, on entering a church in a strange place, be much in prayer. The apostles gave them the New Testament. During the summer of part of $35,000 which the Society resolved to
agency in the work of human redemption. The not a voice was heard in the part of the church selves to the Word of God and to prayer. Do 1815, in consequence of the indiscreet con attempt to raise for foreign distribution the
ministers of Christ are not vehicles for the in which I took my seat; but 1 had riot been thou likewise ; labour to keep your mind in a duct of a native, who was preparing metallic current year.
A letter having also been read from the Se
transmission of some undefinahle and mysterious there ten minutes, when there had arisen by de heavenly frame; it will make your work pleas types for Morrison's dictionary, an alarm was
influences on the souls of those to whom they grees a general murmur all around me—all be ant and your preaching and conversation savou occasioned and an attack from the local govern cretary of the Sailor's and Boatman’s Friend
minister; hut they are simply the guardians, ing willing to take their part, but none having ry. Now is your time to work for Jesus ; go ment dreaded. The person who had care of Society, requesting an immediate grant of 500
expositors, and administrators of that truth resolution to make a beginning. Ever since . out, therefore, and work while the day lasteth; the blocks for the duodecimo edition, fearing librariesfor vessels and boats on our internal wa
which was embodied and manifested in the life, have been in orders, I have directed my atten and may the Lord Jesus water your own soul, that he might be involved, destroyed the great ters, the committee resolved, that Libraries to
death, resurrection, and ascension of Christ Je tion to the subject, and have spoken to my con and give ten thousand seals to your ministry.”— er part of them.—They were, however shortly the value of one thousand dollars be granted, in
sus, which is revealed in the letter of Scripture: gregations from time to time, sometimes at Letter to the Rev. Rowland Hillfrom Mr. Ber- afterwards recut. A second grant of £1,000 compliance with this request; the cost of each
Library being about $20.
andsymbolized in the sacraments of the Church. length, sometimes more incidentally, and always ridge.
was made near the close of this year.
“ The reason why the men of the world think
Also, that Libraries to the value of one thou
The sentiments which we have at different times with some success. But it is only in my pres
In 1817 an edition of 9,000 of the New Testa
expressed in regard to the ministry and sacra ent parish, and recently, that I have arrived at so little of Christ is, they do not look at him.— ment was struck off at Malacca, under the im sand dollars be furnished to the Secretary of
ments of the Church, are resolvable into this a complete accomplishment of my wishes.— Their backs being turned to the sun they can mediate superintendence of Dr. Milne, who had the American Seamen’s Friend Society, for
simple view, and have ever been connected with Ihe plan I have adopted, is the same pursued only see their own shadows, and are therefore been associated with Dr. Morrison in labors to ships and vessels on our maritime waters.
Whil the introduce Christianity into China during the
it in our mind. We have brought them out by the vicar* of the parish alluded to. Be wholly taken up with themselves. While
The committee have thus resolved on appro
with less frequency, and distinctness than we sides repeated addresses on the subject, I train true disciple, looking only upward, sees nothing ,
•
six
• ,,
The transiatjon priating $5,000; while all funds received have
3,
7
translation
otherwise should, out of deference to the bet ed my Sunday school children to respond aloud. but his Saviour, and learns to forget himself.”— ; proceeded
till the whole was completed on the been expended, and the treasury was $1,000
ter judgment of those who have more subli It is true, there are some harsh voices amongst Payson
shot t of meeting bills due. For the supply of
25th
of
November,
1810.
mated views respecting the ministry than is them, and there are some who are occasionally
Seamen and Boatmen with Libraries only $20
“
Fidelity,
peispicuity,
and
simplicity,
”
says
given to our feebler faculties to comprehend__ too zealous ; but they supply a great desidera
has yet beenreceived; and it should be remem
A MOTHER S PRAYERS.
Milne,
“
have
been
aimed
it
in
this
version:
and
It is some solace, however, to know that no al tum—viz., a body of voice to support those who
bered that, of the $35,000 remitted in the year
It is said that the late Bishop Emory was de
loy of ours has impaired the reputation of the are too diffident to like to hear their own voices. stined by the choice and determination of his it affords no small gratification to the transla just closed, for foreign distribution, less t/ian
tors
to
know,
that
many
parts
of
the
work
al

Churchman in the judgment of those without, a Most persons, however, after a time, become in father for the practice of law, but his mother ready printed are more easily and better under $30,000 was received in donations for that ob
late number of the Presbyterian ascribing to us different upon that subject. But my great tri had consecrated him from infancy to God, as a stood
among the middling and lower classes of ject. The several great and important objects
the honor of being “intensely Episcopalian.”_ umph has been, in getting the singers to join in minister of the gospel; and never relinquished
Chinese,
than some of their own classical books now before the Society, will require more li
It is a still higher gratification to find the view a body, and in something of a chanting tone.— the idea, but continued her prayers and pious
beral Contributions the current year than have
by which we have been governed plainly avow It supplies a kind of rude music, it encourages instruction with this in view, till she saw him are. This is to be attributed solely to an undevi yet been made; and large amounts must be re
ating
aim
to
be
understood
by
common
men,
as
ed by so able a defender of the distinctive prin others to raise their voices a pitch higher, and standing on the walls of Zion.—Christian Watch
well as to be faithful to the originals. The ceived soon, or the Society will not have the
ciples of our communion as the correspondent it adds a cheerfulness to our worship, which man.
most common and less complicated characters means of sustaining its opeiations in the sum
cf the Church Advocate. And while we keep makes us all feel that it is pleasanter than for
have been employed where they could express mer months.—JV. Y. Evangelist.
to our motto, “The Church, the pillar and the merly, to be in the house of God ; and the feel
A.W INTERESTING FACT.
the sense: and a simple, though they hope not
ground of truth,” we beg him to adhere to, and ing that we are not alone in our approaches to
A clergyman from a sister State, who recent a vulgar, phraseology has been uniformly
A young lady, of wealthy connections, and
ollow out his principle, that the end or final the throne of grace, makes our prayers and
ly passed this city on his way to the General adopted in preference to that which, though beloved by a numerous circle ot friends, died a
seminationeo?ht;^h.iS
COnSerVation and dis’ praises more hearty and delightful.
Conference of Maine, and who has been a pas dignified with the high appellation of classical few days ago, from illness, it is thought, occa
tor,
we believe, of the same church for about is either too antiquated for modern use, or too sioned by a too close application as a class
*
The
Rev.
Samuel
Hey,
brother
of
Hey,
of
Cambridge
“SuTchE iVdmhaJpy*a™E
,
vicar of Stvepleashton, Wilts, a man absolutely revered thirty years, in conversation incidentally dis high for ordinary capacities. * * * The trans teacher to a Sunday School. Soldiers who die
Lutheran (Gerhard ?n
•'Tl?lch 1 th,nk * through all that neighborhood, for his primitive and apos closed the rare fact, that he had received about lators now commit the Chinese Bible to the care in the field of battle are honored with monu
ploys, to introduce his ideas
om' tolic habits, and manners, and appearance, his strict atten 700 persons into the Church of Christ, and that
ments and public demonstrations of respect but
Se of the Church. If tho^T^6 Val’ tion to his duty, his striking manner of performing his pub one hundred of these, were persons whom he of Him whose Spirit dictated its contents; pray • how few among females who perish in the no
lic offices, and his close adherence in his own person, to
ing that he may open many channels for its
gtrenuousness upon the Church as a ^1Ject to old fashioned church-of-England principles and practices, had baptized in their infancy, and who had circulation, dispose many millions to rpad it; ble cause of humanity are consecrated in histo*
discussion, would forget or look away
f°r without any of the spirit of party.
grown up under his ministry.—What a comfort and make it the mighty instrument of illumina-’ ry or remembered excepting in the affections of
to this servant of God it must be to gather tion and eternal life to China." Thus wrote bereaved friends.
imaginaiy consequences to which sound premj6
The birth of a child is an event of great im these lambs one after another into the fold of Dr. Milne in 1820; it was then his purpose to
gei lead them, and dwell rather on this final
If sometimes the lightness and extravagance
rauss, they would not io often and so rashly portance, as well as an occasion of gratitude Christ ? and how loudly do such facts speak in devote much time to the work
____of_____
_ __
revision;
batof women are censured; if their weakness and
and joy. Life, from the infinite Source of Be- favor of a permanent ministry. Let them be
before he had gone over the whole eyen once follies are magnified we owe it to justice to reFrom th# Southern Churchman.
BENEFITS OF CONFIRMATION.

GAMBIER OBSERVER
MBS

cord their virtues,their humanity,their noble ef
forts in the cause of charity and religion. They
are at present, the pillars of the Church, the pa
trons and protectors of most of our charitable
Institutions. Nothing subdues their energy in
a good cause; they brave the “peltings of the
pitiless storm,” the dangers of disease, nay even
the terrors of death, rather than fail when beck
oned on to the fulfilment of good deeds.
Mahomet contended that women had no souls.
Had he allowed them the privileges to which
they are entitled by nature, and their just in
fluence in society; he would have discovered
that their souls are of a more pure and etherial
character than those of the “lords of the crea
tion.”— Christian Mirror.
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The Muskingum Association will hold its third meet
ing at Newark, on the 9th and 10th of July. Services
also in the evening of the 7th and 8tli. The Lord’s Sup
per will be administered on the 10th (Sunday.) On Mon
day the sale of pews in Trinity Church will take place.

Diocese op Massachusetts—The Convention of this
Diocese commenced its session in Boston on the 15th.—
The consecration of the new Church in Temple-street, took
place the day previous. A large number of clergy were
in attendance. The Convention sermon was preached by
the Rev. Mr. Shaw. A celebration of the Episcopal Sun
DRESS,
day Schools of the city was attended in the afternoon of
Nothing looks more unpleasant to us, than to the first day, at which addresses were made by Dr. E. Rey
see a young man, an apprentice, whose wages nolds, Rev. Mr. Brent, Rev. Mr. Cuming Secretary of
are necessarily small, spending all he can get, the Prut. Ep. Sunday School Union, and Mr. Winstan.
and perhaps more too for dress. Every thing Rev. Mr. Cuming preached in the evening, and took up a
about his person of the latest fashion, and of collection in aid of the Union, amounting to between 130
the nicest fit, as though his whole attention and 150 dollars. The following persons were elected the
were employed to see how pretty he can look; Standing Committee:—Rev. Messrs. Stone, Wainwright,
and all for what? To gratify the eyes of those and Croswell, of the clergy ; Messrs. E. Tuckerman, H.
who are as foolish as himself. But this he does Codman, and B. P. Richardson, of the laity. Rev. Messrs.
not do, for even they are disgusted with him.—
Let every such young man remember that in Stone, Wainwright, Morss, and Baury, and Messrs. Ed
stead of pleasing any bod), he only makes him ward A. Newton, Simon Greenleaf, Edward Tuckerman,
self the pity of the wise, and a ‘laughing stock and Theron Metcalf, were chosen delegates to the General
Convention.
for fools.”—Hampshire Gazette.
The subject of the Theological Seminary—one of en
In addresses from man to man, hypocrisy is grossing interest in that diocese just now—had not been
detestable; how much more, in addresses from acted upon, at the time the “Witness”—from which this
account is abridged—went to press. Religions exercises
man to God!—Venn.
and preaching were largely interspersed, as they should be,
in the intervals of business. Additional interest and a
MISSIONARY.
missionary spirit, we observe, were given to some of
the exercises by the presence of Mrs. Hill, our devoted
CHRIST REQUIRES EVERY MAN TO DO HIS
missionary at Athens.
DUTY.

It would not of course be necessary to prohibit any from
entering a higher order of the ministry, who should be
qualified for it, according to the present requisitions of the
canons. All that is necessary is to permit the ordination of
individuals as deacons, who might remain in that office if
not qualified for higher responsibilities, or not called, in
their opinion, to assume them. Such a plan would, we
think, bring into the service of the Church a great amount
of active piety and zeal, which now remains dormant for
want of opportunities for its exercise in ccnsistency with
the Canons of the Church.

Colonization Meeting.
The Colonization Society of Kenyon College will hold
its Annual Meeting in the Chapel on the Fourth of July,
at half past 10, A. M.
An Oration and several Addresses are expected. All
friends to the cause and the public in general are respect
fully requested to attend.
[ Communicated.

RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.

used? It is the object of the Board to raise up the machi
nery on Missionary ground to do their printing; and en
courage the native press as far as in their power, by giv
ing them their patronage. It is the aim of the Board, to
train up native missionaries. They have long since given
up the idea of supplying the heathen world from Christian
countries.
The Board have lately learned with surprise as well as
gratitude, that a Seminary such as the Board contemplate
is already in operation among the Armenians at Constan
tinople; containing eight or nine instructors, and 50 pu
pils.
A silent hut progressive work of grace has been for two
or three years, and is now going on among the Armenian
Christians at Constantinople. Several anecdotes were re
lated to show that the state of morals among them is greatly
improving. It does appear that Providence is effecting a
thorough regeneration in the Armenian nation ; and as they
are the men of property and business in all these eastern
countries, their conversion must have a great influence in
the spread of the Gospel.
Further intelligence from the Nestorians, by Mr. Per
kins, appears too much like fiction to be true. I he Nestorians were once the Missionaries throughout all eastern
Asia. They acknowledge the Bible as the only rule of
faith and practice. They treat the Missionaries even with
reverence, and are almost impatient to receive religious in
struction, the Bible, and other religious books and schools.
They are also, intelligent and active. There appears to
he no obstacle to Gospel operations to any extent. 'Ihe
Mohammedans are becoming jealous of the Nestorians,
on account of the schools which Missionaries are establish
ing among them; and fears are entertained that they will
obstruct the schools unless they can nave them among them
selves. Mr. Perkins is urgent that a Missionary be im
mediately sent to the Mohammedans of Persia.— Chr. In
telligencer.

into Spain, and that it had been able to procure stereotypa
plates for the Spanish New Testament, through the liberal
donation which it had secured for that specific object from
the American Bible Society.”
.
The Society seriously contemplates the work of supply
ing with the Bible, every destitute family in Paris that
will receive it!
The week was concluded with a meeting for prayer.
The Societies had all made great advances during thd
year, and an excellent spirit seemed to prevail throughout
the week.
“ And here I cannot hut remark, that there is the most
decisive evidence that the Lord is carrying on his good
work in the hearts of the pastors of France. Several of
those who were present at the Anniversaries this year, were,
three, four, and five years ago, hitter enemies to the truth
as it is in Jesus, or at most very little acquainted with the
true nature of the Gospel. But God by his grace has be
gun and carried on his work iu their hearts. And this
good work is advancing, and will advance, with prayer, prudeuce, and patience. I attribute much of the good which
has been done in France, to the fact, that a prudent course
of kindness and forbearance has been pursued by those who
have become evangelical and sniritiml
___ i.. .i.
spiritual men, towards
those'
who are still m darkness. There has been little or no con
troversy; Instead of this, the kind offices of friendship
have been maintained, and the influefice 6f example and
preaching and prayer has been employed,' as well as that of
the press.”—Vermont Chronicle.

Convention of North Carolina.—We liave received
the Journal of the proceedings of this body, which assem
bled in Newbern, May 4th, 1836. The Bishop of the
Diocese, thirteen clergymen, and nineteen delegates were
present during the session of the Convention.
The convention sermon was preached by the Rev. Mr.
Bagdad--- We have just received our file of Seramporc
Freeman, from Acts ii. 42.
papers to Jan. 14. The following is the only article of
much interest, which we have yet found in them. The
The Bishop, in his address, says, that, persuaded that “to
fact appears to he authentic; and the method adopted for
have a permanent,” the diocese “must secure anutive clergy,"
giving an “expression of public opinion” is such as might
he has recommended the appointment of a Theological
have been expected there, rather than in some other parts
Professor in the Episcopal School ot North Carolina,
of the world.—Boston Recorder.
with as little delay as possible. The same measure was ad
A letter dated Bagdad, the 12th of October, states that
vised by a committee to whom the subject was referred, and
determined upon by the Convention.
A Happy Event.—We learn that the General Confer the whole English party residing at that town had almost
The charter granted by the General Assembly of North ence of the Methodist Episcopal Church, now in session at fallen a victim to popular fury, in consequence of the in
Carolina to the Episcopal School was accepted. The com Cincinnati, has dissolved the Bible Society of that denomi discretion of Mr. Samuel, the Jewish Missionary, with
mittee raised on the subject of the School, report that “it nation, with a view of co-operating hereafter with the whom many at this Presidency must be well acquainted.
is at this time in a sound and advancing state.” From the American Bible Society. This has been done, too, we This individual went into the bazar, followed by two cam
report of the chaplain, we learn that on the late visit of understand, with the hearty and general concurrence of all els loaded with religious tracts and books reflecting upon
Bishop Ives to England, “the Society for promoting Chris interested. When we look at the vast numbers of this Mahomed and Mahomedanism. These be distributed to
tian Knowledge,” and “the Society for Propagating the people, their late progress in schools and learning, their the people, and as you may suppose, a mob immediately
Gospel in Foreign Parts,” presented the Episcopal School widely dispersed and active ministry, and the consequent collected, crying out vengeance upon all Christians, The
of North Carolina with a complete set of all their publica aid which they can render in the work of Bible distribu Pacha at the time was out with his troops two days from
tions, which embrace nearly all the religious school books tion, we cannot but rejoice in the event to which we have here, but his lieutenant acted nobly. He first ordered ail
used in many public schools in England.
referred. Let these brethren join themselves to the local the people to keep quiet, and sent parties of the Nizam into,
The Committee to whom the subject was referred made Bible auxiliaries throughout the land, let every state and every street. These put the people down on this side of
the following report: —
county be explored, every dwelling kept supplied with the the river; but on the other they had arrived, and were
It is computed that fifty human beings every
Lay Representation of the Church__ Our readers
Bible, and every child ”'ith the New Testament; and then, gathering with the most awful determination for revenge.
‘
‘
The
Committee
on
the
State
of
the
Church
within
the
minute are launched into eternity. If this state
will have perceived that the principle, adopted by our con— Diocese of North Carolina respectfully report, that amidst while thousands upon thousands from the old world are However, the Tophanjebee and Basshee, with the Albani
ment be correct, at least one changed worlds
many pleasing indications of continued favor from above, flocking to our shores, we will still hope for the republic ans, gained the bridge, and having once crossed, by threats
while this short paragraph was being read. We vention some years since, requiring the lay deputation to and which call for special tribute of devout acknowledge and for the great cause of pure and undefiled religion.— and determined conduct, the mob was dispersed without
In the mean time the unfortunate cause of
will suppose he had been born and raised in a be communicants, has recently been incorporated into the ment, none can be regarded by the Committee with liveli With the facilities which the American Bible Society has bloodshed.
preparing the Scriptures, no individual in all the coun the disturbance was put into Col. Taylor’s boat and packed
heathen land, but towards the close of his life Constitution of the Church in Virginia. The Editor of er sentiments than the restoration of our beloved Diocesan for
off
to
Bussorah
snug enough , but some thousands of poor
constitutional health and vigor. The cloud which, on try need live without a copy, if the auxiliaries will hut do
he heard the joyful sound of salvation through the Gospel Messenger condemns the rule, and thinks its to
harmless un-offending Arminians and Catholics were oblig-.
this point, had slowly gathered over the Church, and al their duty.
Christ Jesus; that he was born of God, that he bearing upon the interests of the Church will be any thing ready had filled our hearts with sorrow, through the tender Since the American Bible Society has concluded that it ed for several days to skulk in their houses and neglect
has entered upon the happiness of heaven, that but salutary. He supposes the rule, however, to apply to mercy of God, had been dispersed, and we are again per cannot consistently aid our Baptist brethren in publishing their business. For whenever they dared to show their fa
they were insulted in every direction. The Caz.ee and
he now stands upon Mount Zion with the much wardens and vestrymen—which is not the case in Ohio, and mitted to unite in counsel with the visible head of this sec their versions of the Bible in Burmah, that denomination ces
formed a Bible Society of its own for foreign distribu Mooftee, however, notwithstanding the termination of the
people who say worthy is the Lamb to re we think not in Virginia. His objections are chiefly ap tion of the Church,—the bond of its union, the seat of its has
and the rallying point of its best feelings and af tion. It is not their design, however, we learn, and with affair, issued sentence of death against Mr. Samuel, and as
ceive power, and wisdom, and strength and plicable to the case of these officers, and have very little dignity,
fections. May this instance of Divine goodness be du.y much pleasure, to cease co-operation with the American they could not get at him, collected all his hooks and had
honor, and glory and blessing; for lie was slain weight in the case of delegates to Convention,—whereas appreciated by all, and may it furnish to ail,new and efficient Bible Society in domestic distribution. Baptist managers, them publicly burnt amidst all sorts of indignity. As for
and has redeemed us to God by his blood out the reasons for securing the piety and zeal of our ecclesias motives to cultivate tUoae endearing principles of subordi therefore, continue in the Board and Baptist agents ill the ourselves personally at the Residency, we did not care two
straws for the mob; for as long as they had not the Govern
without which, neither peace can he secured in this field as heretofore.—N. Y. Observer.
of every kindred, and tongue, and people, and tical legislature are not few, nor weak. In this body the nation,
world, nor happiness in that which is to come. The inter
ment on their side, they could not get cannon to blow us
nation. Arid above them all he exclaims, with influence of the laity is necessarily great, and though not esting address of the Bishop, with the leading documents,
Missionary Society.—The Annual meet up, and with their swords and muskets alone, 1 think their
rapturous joy, my parents were heathens, 1 was "spiritual officers,” their deliberations and acts must deeply which have been submitted to this Convention, will doubt ingWofesleyan
this Society was held yesterday, the 2d May, at Ex courage would soon have been cooled by a few shots from
■ .
borr. a heathen, I lived a heathen, and such I affect the spiritual interests of the Church. To mention less be published, and made accessible to all the members eter Hall. Sir Oswald Mosley, M. P. was called to the our Indian sepoys.
of
the
Church.
Upon
these
your
Committee
has
only
to
Col. Chesney was, at the date of that letter, still at Bir,
should have died, had not a minister of Jesus no other instance—when the Church is assembled in Con
chair; a hymn was sung, and the Rev. Robert Newton
remark, that the statistics they exhibit furnish evidence of addressed the throne of Grace. After which the chairman and it was said that Mahomed Ali was doing every thing
visited the poor benighted land where I resided vention to aet under the responsibilities which she has as a steady progression of that holy cause which is identified
in his power in an underhand manner, to frustrate the ob
and preached Christ and him crucified; and sumed as a missionary Church, and as the agent of her with the best, because, eternal interests of men. From gave his reasons for consenting to take the chair, which jects of his expedition, and to prevent the establishment of
were, that although he belonged to the Established Church,
through his instrumentality I have been saved Lord and Master in promoting his spiritual kingdom on these documents it appears, that during the past year, there yet he recognized in the Wesleyan Society the same funda Steam Navigation on the Euphrates. It was, however,
have been engaged within the several departments of our mental doctrines of salvation through the blood of the well known, that the Russians were at the bottom of this
from the dark pit, and brought to the society
of all the holy. We shall suppose this the on- earth—how incongruous is it to be liable to have a compo great work 11 presbyters and 5 deacons, and that the ag Lamb and sanctification through the influence of the Ho opposition.
number of Baptisms reported by these is 164; of ly Spirit, which are to be found in the articles of his own
lyhuman being saved through the instrumental nent part of this body consist of those who do not even ac gregate
Confirmations in the Congregations thus far visited by the Church. He also delivered a high eulogium on the zeal
We learn from tbs Boston Recorder, that the Treasurer
ity of that missionary after a long life of priva knowledge these responsibilities, nor profess attachment to Bishop, 50; of additions to the Communion, 63; of Mar and
piety of the Wesleyan denomination, and alluded to of the American Board for Foreign Missions, has receiv
tion and suffering—did this man labor in vain the cause whose interests they are expected to promote.— riages, 40, of Burials, 52,—whole number of Communi their steadfast attachment to the establishment in every ed notice of the payment of $1,500, by the King of the
and spend his strength for naught? or did those, The evils, which exist where this rule does not prevail, are cants, 1034. It would appear also from these documents, hour of trial which threatened that venerable Church.
Sandwich Islands, to the Agent of the Board, to he ex
the tide of emigration, which continues to people with
The Report was read by the Rev. Dr. Bunting, from pended in this country in the purchase of materials for fin
who, by communicating of their substance, en thus complained of by a correspondent of the Episcopal that
our citizens the South and West, has borne along no small which it appears that t ie Society occupies, at present, 173 ishing a commodious place of worship, to be built of stone.
abled this missionary to enter upon and occupy Recorder in a late number.
number of those who are near to our hearts, and who, we stations; employs 209 missionaries, 30 of whom have been The articles will soon be sent.— Chr. Witness.
his field, but squander their property?
“ 1 am not aware that there is any other Christian deno trust in God, will prove the chosen seed for the extension sent forth during the last year. Auout 80 of the mission
But others while you were reading the above mination, than our own, in which men, who do not even of the Church and the furtherance of truth and righteous aries are in the West Indies. The total number of com
SUMMARY.
paragraph have been ushered into eternity.— profess to be serious characters, are permitted to aid in ness in the region where-they dwell. Among these, your municants at the missionary stations is 54,226, being an in
the laws of the Church. The Methodists allow of Committee would do violence to the best feelings of the crease during the past year of 5,922. In this statement,
See here is one just lifting up his eyes in hell, making
no lay representation. 411 their laws are made by the Diocese, were they to pass, without a specific notice, the re the increase in Jamaica, and the number of members in
Creek Indian War—Gen. Scott was at Columbus con
being tormented in that flame—he was born a clergy. The Baptists are, I believe, strictly congregational moval from this state of the Rev. John Avery, D. D., long the Mission in Ireland, are not included. The number of fined
his quarters by sickness. Gen. Jessup left for Tusheathen, he fixed a heathen, he never heard of in their form of government. The communicants of each the presiding presbyter of our deliberative assemblies ; and children and adults in the mis-ion schools is 43,692, being kagee,toescorted
by three companies of mounted mem_
Jesus and his great salvation, he died heathen, congregation legislate in one independent body: but the Professor Anderson, to whom the Church in this Diocese, an increase of 5,727 during the last year. The total re Troops were arriving daily. The Indians in the vicinity
is
greatly
indebted
for
important
services.
Our
only
con

communicants
only.
The
Presbyterians
have
one
minister
he is a companion of devils and damned spirits, and one elder from each parish. It is only in the Protest • solation inthelossof these gentlemen is,that it will prove the ceipts were about 65,000 pounds sterling, and the expendi of Columbus and below, are supposed to be encamped in
the worm that never dies begins to gnaw his ant Episcopal Church of this country, that you find men gain of the Church in a region where she is now struggling tures exceeded that sum by about 3000 pounds. A survey two bodies. One of about four hundred under Ne-ah
of the various missions of the Society throughout Micco in a swamp below the stage road about twenty miles
soul, the flame that sha.ll never be quenched who do not so much as make a profession of personal reli for existence against innumerable obstacles arising from ig followed
the world.
from this place; the other, under Ne-ah Math'la, amount
has kindled upon him, and in bitter agony he gion, legislating on the most sacred interests and solemn norance, prejudice, and error.
After the reading of the report, addresses were made by ing to perhaps eight or nine hundred, in another swamp
“The place appointed for the next meeting of the Con Sir Andrew Agnew, M. P., John Hardy, Esq. M. P.. some distance below him. Both the chiefs profess to be
cries; “Those who enjoyed the means of grace concerns of the Church of God. Is it not a notorious
fact, that in every Convention where the great principle vention is St. John’s Church, Fayetteville.—S. Church Edward Baines, Esq. M. P., Col. Connolly, M. P., Rev." friendly, and keep a white flag flying. The Creek Chief
and professed to he the servants of Christ made which
Virginia has recently adopted is not recognized, you man,
Mr. Waugh, from Belfast, Ireland, Alexander Johnstone, Upoth-le Yoholo, has taken a very decided stand against
no exertions to send a missionary to the benight find lay delegates, who not only are in the habit of turning
Esq. M. P,, Capt. Packenham, Rev. Win. Shaw, from the war, and has been able to keep his warriors in subjec
ed land of my fathers. Had they obeyed the their hacks upon the sacraments of the Church, but who
South Africa, Rev. Dr. John Pye Smith, Rev. W. Thomp tion, though not without being obliged to kill one chief,
From the Spirit of Missions.
and to chain thirteen others. On the 5th inst. between
last command of their risen Lord, I might have are to all appearance, absolutely ashamed to kneel in the The following is from Henry Cary, Esq, Treasurer of the son, Rev. R. Newton and others.
service,
or
to
make
the
responses
audibly?
Nay,
you
meet
The exercises lasted between six and seven hours, and two and three thousand troops had gone into the Indian
heard of Jesus, I might have believed in him,
Foreign Committee.
some who are known to be licentious and immoral
hundreds were at the Hall for two or three hours before the country. The Indians attempted to cross about 25 miles
I might have now been a pure spirit before the with
The Tollowinft letter, addressed to the Treasurer of the meetings. The report consumed an hour and a half in the
men, Sabbath-breakers, and profane swearers. I myself
below here, hut were driven back—5 Indians were killed.
throne of the Father of lights, but now I am lost have known to he elected to the Convention with which I Committee for Foreign Missions, was safely received some reading. The Rev. Mr. Waugh spoke nearly an hour._
French Claims.—Yesterday, after so'many years of hops
atn best acquainted, the following different kinds of cha time ago, and the money enclosed in it appropriated accord There was too much effort at speaking for effect, and to
—for ever lost.”
deferred, the holders of certificates for chums allowed on
—drunkards, profane swearers, habitual profligates, ing to the directions of the writer. As the signature to the catch the applause of the audience.
Reader, what have you done to save the per racters
Sabbath breakers, and in one instance at least, an individual postscript was merely in initial letters,a suitable reply could
The Wesleyan Methodists manifestly are no longer to he account of Trench spoliations, had the pleasure ot receiv
ishing heathen? Are you a Christian? when you who
was a gambler and a deist. Of course you do not un not at the time be made to a communication which comes reckoned dissenters, but a sort of adjunct portion of the Es ing about 50 per cent, on the amount comprising an ag
take the vows of God upon you, and acknow derstand me as intimating that this is at all a general thing. from the heart and goes to the heart; hut the ‘’Mechanic” tablished Church. Indeed, I think that if certain modifi gregate of near, $2,500,000. As most of the claimants
ledge Christ your king—you promise to obey I only mean to say that I have known instances in which is respectfully informed, in return for his contribution to cations could take place in the ecclesiastical government of reside in the Northern cities, the effect upon the money
China of twenty-five dollars, that five times the sum at the Establishment and its regulations, they would ere long market in these places must be very perceptible, by putting
his commands, and has he not commanded that all the above different sorts of persons were found gravely least
shall be ready for himself and his associates, toward return in mass to it. In political matters they plainly into circulation funds which have been locked up in De
deliberating with the people of God : making laws for the
his gospel shall he preached to every creature? government
the
erection of a Protestant Episcopal Church, either at or mean to go with the Church : an appalling fact to the dis posit Banks. To this cause, partly, is to be attributed, we
of the parochial clergy ; regulating the ad
Who are to see that this commandment shall be ministration of the sacraments, and how the Gospel is to near Fairfield, upon his application for tlie same, (under senters, and one which will render the overthrow of the presume, the relief experienced in our money market yes
the sanction of Bishop Chase,) to the Secretary and Gen- Established Church almost impossible. That day is not so terday. The operations of the United States Bank doubt
obeyed? His church—every individual mem be preached, &c. &c.
“ According to the laws of some of our dioceses, any eral Agent, No. 114 White-street, by letter or in personber of it is bound by the most solemn obligations
near as many in America suppose. Some reforms will he less contributed to the same result. The Philadelphia
Fairfield, Adams county, III., Dec. 25, 1835.
may send three lay delegates to the Conven
made. The grievances of the dissenters will be redressed Herald, of yesterday, says, “We understand our Banks,
to see to it, that the gospel shall be preached to congregation
Sir,—I have noticed with feelings of peculiar interest,
tion. If a clergyman officiates to three congregations, his
a great extent, and there, I think, the matter will stop. and especially the United States Bank, discounted freely
every creature. And does not conscience tell parish furnishes nine lay legislators to take this sort of the doings of our late Convention, especially as it regards to
yesterday. We may now, we hope, look for easier times
N. Y. Observer.
in money matters.’’—Jour. Com.
you that you are guilty in this matter, while oversight over the flock of Christ, for one clerical one.— the organization of the Church into a Missionary Society,
or
rather
its
taking
its
proper
grounds.
On
taking
up
the
you have been surrounded with all the comforts Since they may have such an overwhelming influence, is it fourth number of the Gambier Observer, I am directed Four Missionaries, with their wives, and a female teach Bristol College, Pennsylvania.—James A. Hillhouse, of
unspeakably important that our lay delegates should be
New Haven, will deliver the Anniversary Address before
of civilized life, enjoyed all the privileges of not
men whose moral characters are guarded by the discipline where to send my offering to the Lord' If self was all, er, all members of the Reformed Dutch Church, have late the Societies of this College on the 20th July next.—Am.
the gospel, have you not forgotten your poor of
the Church ; and who are bound by the solemn sacra or selfish interest was the motive, I could look nearer home. ly sailed from Nevr-York for the islands in the Indian Citizen.
brother who is dwelling in the dark region and mental pledge to the service of Him in whose behalf they With one exception, I know not that an Episcopal minis Ocean. They are sent by the A. B. C. F. M., and will
Ahou $4,000 has been subscribed lately in New Orleans,
ter has ever raised his voice within forty miles of where I make their residence at first in Java. Their field is thus
shadow of death, where the gospel has never legislate.”
in aid of African colonizatien.
now write, although there have been some efforts made 3t spoken of in their instructions:—
shone? and you have sought your own ease and
It is that great Archipelago in the Indian Ocean, which
Quincy toward procuring one ; but the Saviour has taught
Young Hyson in Ohio.—Mr. John Platt, of Marietta,
comfort, although hundreds of millions of hea Ordained assistants to the parochial Clergy.—The me that the field is the world, and I am convinced that became well known to Europe and was first frequented by Ohio, advertises in a paper of that place, that he has suc
thens are perishing, you have not once attempt following rertiatks in relation to this subject are taken from more souls may hear the sound of the Gospel, that never her merchants about the time our continent was discovered. ceeded in cultivating the genuine Tea Plant of China. He
ed to lend a miserable fellow being a helping the Episcopal Recorder. We have heard from Bp. Mcll- did before, in China, with the same means, than in any It forms the largest group of islands in the world, and has, he says, raised the plant for ten years past at Marietta,
a greater diversity of delightful climate than is to after a series of expensive experiments has been fully suc
hand. For many years Missionary Societies vaine, the expression of views similar ta those here attri other part of the field. May He, whose birth we comme contains
morate on this day, bless your labors and this mite, is the be found elsewhere. It is, if we may so speak, a continent cessful in discovering the art of drying and manufacturing
have been carrying on their benevolent exer buted to him, and a wish that provision might be made, prayer
of islands.
Three of these, Borneo, New Guinea, and the leaves into tea of a quality quite equal to imported
of
tions to win the heathen to Christ,and under the free from the liability to abuse, by which persons of Chris
Sumatra, are each extensive countries—the greatest insular Young Hyson. He offers gratuitously to furnish seed of
Your brother in the Lord,
A Mechanic.
blessing of Heaven thousands of these benight tian experience and sound judgment could be admitted to
P. S__ 1 enclose twenty-five dollars for this, my first portions of our globe. Java is not very inferior to Su the last year’s growth to any gentleman desirous of pursu
matra, and the peninsula of Malacca is of similar extent to ing the cultivation—N. Y. Cour. Eng.
ed beings have been brought into the fold of the order of deacons, to act as permanent assistants to the year that has been passed in this State. As this is rather Java.
Extract of a letter from Detroit, May 20th.—“Pleasa
Jesus. Yet hundreds of millions still dwell in parochial clergy in large parishes,—or to have charge, in an uncertain mode of conveyance such a distance, it would
Celebes, Lucinia, and Mindanao, though of the third state for information of your readers, that 2,700 persons
give me pleasure in some way to know of its receipt.
darkness, and while you have squandered hun suitable cases, of such as are small and weak.
rank in the Archipelago, are each as large as the greatest arrived at the wharves of our city within the last 48 hours.
dreds, perhaps thousands, on the pleasures of
of the West-India islands. Inferior to these in size, but
Real es
The communication of our correspondent J. A. C- last
reece.—The Conesponding Secretary of the Mission larger than many hundreds of others in the group, and Michigan will double her population this year.
the world, yet you, a professed follower of the week, recalled to our attention a suggestion which we had aryGAssociation
in the General Theological Seminary has some of them containing half a million of souls, are six tate in our city is fast rising. All is activity, and specula
Lamb, have not given one cent to effect that heard, if we remember rightly, from Bishop Mcllvaine, lately received a letter from the Rev. Mr. Bryant, one of teen other islands of the fourth rank ; such as Bali, Lam- tion unlimited.”
glorious end for which the Lord of glory died. that assistance should be provided for the parochial clergy our Missionaries at Athens. Mr. B. says that the Mis bok, Sambawa, Floris, Timor, &c. The length of this
The Hon. John Page lias been elected to supply the va
sion was never in a more flourishing condition than at pre field is forty degrees ot longitude close to the equator, not cancy in the U. S. Senate occasioned by the resignation of
And have you no fear that at the great day the by the appointment of deacons to he permanently engaged sent,
that the benevolent intentions of its patrons are pro including the greater part of the immense island of New Isaac Hill.
the duties appertaining to that order. We find that
blood ofheathen that perish shali be required in
Bishop White also suggests it as a matter worthy of consi perly understood and appreciated; that they have called Guinea; and its breadth thirty degrees of latitude, extend
The Rev. John Prince, L. L. D., died at Salem, Mass.,
at your hand? What shall you answer, when deration, “whether it would not he wise to ordain deacons, forth the praise of kings, and statesmen, and bishops, as ing
from 11° south to 19° north. A radius of fifteen hun on Tuesday last, aged 84.
well
as
the
humbler
gratitude
of
the
widow
and
the
or

Christ on the throne shall point you to millions with an understanding to the effect stated, and with permis
dred miles, with the central point on the eastern part of
Arrived at Bridgeport, whale ship Hamilton, Captain
on the left hand who never heard the joyful sion to follow secular occupations; the service to undergo a phan ; and that the fame of the mission has gone abroad the island of Java, would sweep the whole field from the Harris, from the South Atlantic, with a cargo ot oil and
throughout the country, and excited a desire in other ci north-west round northward to the east.
few
corresponding
alterations.*
’
That
there
might
be
some
sound of the gospel, and say, had you done your evil attending such appointments, from considering them as ties and villages to be included in the benevolent sympathies
bone, valued at $55,000.
The population embraced within this extended area, is
duty, some of these unhappy beings would now stepping-stones to further advancement, and some tenden of our Church, and participate in her liberality.— Church matter
The steam-boat William Gibbons performed her last
of mere conjecture. Java is supposed to contain passage to and from Charleston, in the remarkably short
be numbered with the glorious throng who cy to lessen the literary character of our ministry, is ad man.
five or six millions; Sumatra four millions, Borneo three time of seven days—the shortest voyage oil record.—New.
shall Jive with me for ever, but you spent that mitted, though “whether the good would not predominate,
millions; Mindanao one million, &c.--- Sunday School Jour.
York Obs.
Missionary.—Since the last Monthly Concert, intelli
which I committed to your trust in ornament and whether the abuse might not he guarded against, may gence,
and that abundant, and of a most interesting char
The contributions in relief of the Methodist Book Con
admit
of
a
question.
”
.
.
From France.— The Trench and Foreign Bible Society
ing your dying body, or in encouraging your
acter
has
been
received
from
nearly
all
the
stations
of
the
There do not appear to us any abuses of such a provision
held its anniversary on Friday, Professor Stapfer in the cern, destroyed in February last, by fire, amounted on the
children in the paths of sin and folly, and you which might not be guarded against to as great an extent Board.
4th
June, to $25,906 —S. S. Jour.
chair, who read a long and very philosophical address on
Intelligence from Madura, Southern India, announces tho character and prospects of the age.
wholly neglected the poor benighted heathen as any other provisions of the Church. Nor could it. he
New Voyage of Discovery--- An English pape/says
the death of Mrs. Hall, one of the missionaries who re
“The Society last year printed the Bible in four differ IIis Majesty’s ship Terror has been placed underlie com
for whom 1 shed my blood,what willyou answer? objected that one of this character would be an innovation. cently
arrived in India. Her death was unexpected. The ent forms, three of which are from stereotype plates, and mand ot Captain Back, to proceed to the Mayne river oil
Oh will™, shame and confu.ion co'vcryou and
effect of her calm and Christian death on the natives who the New Testament in seven different forms and languages, the western coast of North America, near Sir Thomas
xyill you not then see your selfishness in its true tion serviee prescribes for the deacon as his appropriate du surrounded her and witnessed the scene was most salutary. six of which were from stereotype plates. The receipts of Ross Welcome. His first directions are to ascertain the
light? Will you read this article and lay it ties, those which ill present circumstances he very rarely ex It has awaked up a religious interest and inquiry, more the Society were upwards of forty-three thousand francs, most convenient place for the transportation of boats and
perhaps she could have done in a long life.
and its expenditures more than sixty-niue thousand, leaving
aside, determining io pay no heed to the ad pects to perform, and engagements into which he will most than
across the intervening isthmus, and, having placed
The expected Convention of missionaries at Smyrna, to the treasury, which has something like twenty-five thousand stores
never enter. “It appertained to the office of a
lus ship in security, he is to proceed with the resources
monition.'' or will you vow in your heart before probably
Deacon, in the Church where he shall be appointed to serve, designate the place of a Mission Seminary for those who francs in hand at the beginning of the year, more than ten placed at his command, along the shores of Prince Regent’.
the Lord, that you will give liberally to aid in to assist the priest in Divine service, arid specially when he speak the Greek language, has been held. The place will thousand francs in debt.
Inlet. The utmost exertion is being used in fitting out
saving those for whem the Lord of glory died ? ministeieth the Holy Communion and to help him in the be Scio or Samos; probably the former. The missionaries It was delightful to hear that the Society has done some the
expedition, which, it is expected, will sail the first week
also
instituted
the
inquiry,
how
far
the
native
press
can
be
thing towards getting the Bible into Italy, and still more in June—N. Y. Obs,
distribution thereof,” &c.
Answer to God.—Cunt. Presbyterian.
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POETRY.
From the American Monthly Magazine.
A WISH.
When I sink to sleep the sleep,
Once to come on every eye,
Set no stubborn stone to keep
Silent watch where I may
Marble were too hard and cold,
Thus to tower above my heart,

Never may my name be told
By a lifeless form of art.
Nature, that I loved so well, ,
Till the power to love was o er—*
Let her sweetly show and tell
What 1 loved, when I’m no more.

Lay me where the shadowy pine,
Sighing o’er my dust, shall wave.
Let some humbly creeping vine
Try to clasp me in the grave.
By the birds that wildly sing,
By the verdure of the tree,
By the lowest leafy thing
May my friends remember me '

h.

r. g.

dVewburyport, Mats.

JUVENILE.
THE TELESCOPE.
[From Travels About Home, just published by the Amer
ican Sunday sehool Union .

Bible says, He telleth the number of the stars, he
calleth them all by their names-, Vs. cxlvii 4.
Mr. L. God, who made them all, undoubt
edly knows all about them. And never forget
my children, when you look upwards at the sky
how great the Creator is. Eliphaz well says,
Is not God in the height of heaven? And be
hold the height of the stars how high they are!—
Job xxn. 12.
M. Let me read a verse or two out of the
fifteenth chapter of Genesis. It is where the
Lord encourages Abram to believe that his de
scendants should be very numerous. And God
brought him forth abroad aud said, “Look now
towards heaven, and tell [countj the stars, if thou
be able to number them}" and He said unto him,
“So shall thy seed be."
Mr. L. This is very much to the point. I
suppose Abraham never looked at the starry
heavens without remembering the promise of
God. And whenever we look up, we mav think
of the same thing, and trust in the same God.—
For if we believe in Christ, then He who creat
ed all these things is our friend. That is a beau
tiful stanza;
llis very word of grace is strong
As that which built the skies;
The voice that rolls the stars along,
Speaks all the promises.

celebrity in the neighborhood, then the estate of a rich
who were lately in all the darkness and pollution some
widow, belonging to the society of l-riends. Notice was
of paganism to shield those under their care given of the Queen’s intention, and a message returned that
from the poisonous influence of men called she should be welcome. Our illustrious traveller bad,, per
Christians, who from their own country are haps, never before held any personal intercourse witn a
sending out and retailing after it is landed, member of the persuasion whose votaries never voluntarily
paid taxes to “the man George, called king by the vain
streams of death and liquid fire to consume ones.
” The lady and gentleman who were to attend the
them.”
august visitants, had but feeble ideas of the reception to be
expected. It was supposed that the Quaker would, at
The following has just come to hand;----least, say thy majesty, thy highness, or madam. The royal
To the Kings and Chiefs ofthe Sandwich Islands-. carriage arrived at the lodge of the park, punctual to the
We, the undersigned ship-masters, beg leave appointed hour. No preparations appeared to be made, no
respectfully to represent to you, that we have hostess or domestic stood ready to greet the guest. The
’s hell was rung; he stepped forth deliberately, with
frequent occasion to touch at these Islands for porter
his broad Drimmed heaver on; and unbendingly accosted
the purposes of trade, and procuring supplies the lord in waiting with “what’s thy will, friend?"
for our ships, and have always been accommo This was almost unanswerable.
“Surely," said the nobleman, “your lady is aware that
dated with all kinds of refreshments, and been
well treated bythose in authority.— But we have her majesty_ Go to your mistress, and say the queen is
suffered great inconvenience, and frequently se- 1 L^o tru|Vi” sa;d tjie man, “needeth not, I have no mis
rious disadvantages, from the licenses which are tress nor lady; hut friend Rachel Mills expecteth thine-,
given to foreigners residing here, to retail ar walk in !’
The queen and princess were handed out and walked up
dent spirits to our crews.
The numerous grog shops in Honolulu are the avenue. At the door of the bouse stood the plainly
» &
’
s
i attired Rachel, who without even a courtesy, but with a
places to which the people under our command cheerful nod, said, “How’s thee do, friend ? I aiu glad to
resort, when they enter port, and there becom see thee and thy daughter. 1 wish thee well! Rest and
ing intoxicated, they are in consequence quar refresh thee and thy people before I show thee my
relsome on shore and insubordinate on board grounds.”
What could be said to such a person ? Some condescen
shitp; and frequently leave the ships to the great sions
were attempted, implying that her majesty came, not
embarrassment of our business.
only to view the park, but to testify her esteem for the So
We suffer more from this cause in Oahu than ciety to which mistress Mills belonged.
Cool and unawed, she answered, “Yea, thou art right
in any other port in the Pacific Ocean: and un
less the Kings and Chiefs shall think proper to there. The Friends are well thought of by most folks ;
”
-i
. I, hut they heed not the p-aise of the world; for the rest,
adopt some measure
to remove the evil,
we shall
many strangers gratify their curiosity by going over this
feel it necessary in justice to oursel’-es and our place; and it is my custom to conduct them myself; there
people; and the ship owners in whose employ fore, 1 shall do the like by thee, friend Charlotte! Morowe sail, to refrain from visiting this port, ex over, I think well of thee as a most dutiful wife and mother.
Thou hast had thy trials, and so had thy good partner. I
cept in cases of absolute necessity; but shall wish
thy grandchild well through hers. (She alluded to the
prefer some other port for our refreshments princess
Charlotte.)
where ardent spirits are not afforded. IVc there
It was so evident that the Friend meant kindly, nay re
spectfully,
that offence could not he taken. She escorted
fore most earnestly request that no more licenses
may be granted to retailers of ardent spirits that her guests through her estate. The princess Elizabeth no
in the hen-hause, a breed of poultry hitherto un
every grog shop be shut up, and your positive and ticed,
known to her; and expressed a wish to possess some of
firm prohibitions may pass upon them.
these rare fowls, imagining that Mrs. Mills would regard
When we shall learn that these things, which her wish as a law ; but the Quakeress quietly remarked,
we request for your good as well as our own with chaiacteristic evasion, '‘They are rare, as thou sayest;
but if any are to he purchased in this land or in any other
shall have been done, we shall then prefer this countries,
I know few women likelier than thyself to pro
port to any other which we are accustomed to cure them with ease.”
visit, and shall choose to come here but not un
Her royal highness more plainly expressed her desire to
til then. So soon as it may be known that no purchase some of those she now beheld.
ardent spirits are sold here we believe that ma “I do not buy and sell,” answered Rachel Mills.
you will give me a pair ?” persevered the prin
ny more ships will resort here for refreshments cess“Perhaps
with a conciliating smile.
than now do, and in consequence, a very great
“Nay, verily,” replied Rachel, “I have refused many
addition will be relized to the revenues of the friends ; and that which I have denied my own kinswoman
government, from the harbor fees and market; Martha Ash, it becomes me not to grant to any. We have
had it to say, that these birds belonged only to our
and a vas tly larger amount of money be deriv long
house, and I can make no exception in favor of thine.
ed from these sources than from the licenses
This is a fact.
Some friends, indeed, are less stiffly

Liberty streets, leading directly towards and terminating at
its base. Two or three weeks since, there was an extensive
slide or avalanche from she top of the bank, while the work
men were at dinner, carrying down about a quarter of an
acre in surface, and propelling it to within a few rods, four
or five, from the nearest houses. On Sunday last, about
ten o’clock in the morning, a stream of water gushed out
of the earth, near the top of the hank, only five or six feet
below the surface of the land above, and immediately made
its way down the declivity, carrying in its course loose
earth and sand depositing mud and discharging its waterr
along Division and Liberty sts. The water still continues
to flow, and its quantity is said to increase. It descends
nearly 300 feet, with a noise which may be heard at the
distance of half a mile. The vein of water which has
been thus obtained is probably supplied from some reservoir
among the hills and high lands at the east of the city.—«
Troy Whig.
A CuRiosrrr__ We were last week shown, at the Amer
ican Museum, a newspaper printed in New York upwards
of a hundred years ago, entitled “The New York Weekly
Journal, containing the freshest advices, foreign and domes
tic,” and dated “Munday, November 3d, 1735." It was
printed weekly by John Peter Zenyer, at 3 shillings per
quarter, and was numbered CIV. The size of the paper
was rather smaller than a common sheet of foolscap, con
taining four.pages of two columns each, the whole amount
ing to about three columns of this paper. The contents
were one essay, one news article, three advertisements, and
the ship news, the latter reporting tivo arrivals and two de
partures, for the whole week !—L. 1. Farmer.

We find the following simple hut touching story in a
French paper, Le Droit. Such scenes are not without paralell, in busy thriving New York.
An old man, his age was eighty-two, answered to Ms
name, and, raising himself with difficulty, was supported,
by his daughter before the tribunal of his judges. To the
question of the presiding magistrate, his daughter replied
in a trembling voice; “My father does not hear you, gen
tleman, permit me to answer for him.”
President—Your father is brought before us charged with
begging and being homeless.
Daughter—May heaven pardon those who have told you
that. Gentlemen, from the day I was born my father
never left me, and while 1 can work never shall be a bur
then to any one. A month since,I fell sick; we were with
out money; my father rose early and went out. He did
not return till evening—then he sat down by my bed side
and burst into tears. I asked him what ailed him. He
said it was a sad thing to be old. He had applied for a sit
uation as a laborer, hut his age was against him; they refu
sed him. 1 shall have to beg, said he, for how can 1 let
thee die for want of assistance.
I told him I was better, and that I would go to work the
next morning. The next morning I was unable to move,
My father went out without speaking to me. An hour af
terwards 1 was informed that the guards had arrested hnn
for asking alms. Gentlemen, if he did so it was not for
himself, hut for me, when I was sick too sick to work. If
you will pardon him this time, 1 promise you he shall never
offend again.” The affecting manner in which the poor
girl spoke softened even the magistrates and justice, or ra
ther law gave way to feeling, and the octogenarian was dis
charged.— Cleveland Messenger.

After this, as it was becoming late, Mr.
Lewis called in all the family to prayers. He
read the nineteenth Psalm, which speaks of the
jVj. Now, sir, I am ready to look.
glory of God displayed in the heavens. Then
Mr. L. Remember: my dear, that you can they joined in singing a hymn, after which they
eee only a portion ot the moon at once.
knelt in prayer. Then all retired to their
M. Now I see it! I see the dark spots like chambers with peaceful and contented minds.
valleys and lakes. And surely those very
S. Journal.
bright points are mountains. I begin to see
them more and more clearly. Now I under
TEMPERANCE.
stand what is meant by mountains in the moon.
But what is the matter? It is gone!
From the Buffalo Spectator.
Mr. L. Yes, the apparent motion of the
WHO IS THE MURDERER.
moon in so rapid that you must alter the direc
tion ol the telescope after every few moments.
A few days since, while conversing with a
After Christopher has gazed a little we must go store keeper who professed to be a Christian,
in; for the earth is damp and cold.
a little girl entered and enquired, if lie would
M. I saw several dark blotches in the moon trust her mother for a small measure of pota
with bright spots in the middle of them; they toes? Upon his refusing, she pulled out from
w-ere like rings. What afe these?
under her shawl a quart bottle.
Mr. L. The spots are thought to be moun
“What are you going to do with that bottle,
tains, and these are annular mountains, or ring daughter?” I enquired.
like mountains.
“Get whiskey in it!”
C. Father, do you think there are people in
“Well, but does this gentleman sell you whis
key?”
the moon?
Mr. L. My dear boy, there are many things
“Yes sir.”
starched, but old Quaker families still exist, who pique
“And have you the money to pay for the now granted.
which your father cannot tell you,and this is one
Generosity.—The following trait of generosity is giv
Elijah Davis, Jared Gardner, Isaac Brayton, themselves on their independent indifference to rank, and
of them. Ido not know that there are inhabi whiskey?”
respect their fellow mortals only in proportion to the good en in a Namur journal.—Baron A. de Rothschild had lost
Edw.
C.
Barnard,
Charles
W.
Coffin,
John
Proc

“
Yes
sir.
”
tants in the moon. I suppose there are. No one
they have done in their generation.—London Court Jour a ring which he prized very highly, not on account of its
tor, John W. Pease, Benj. C. Chase, Richard nal.
intrinsic value, but because it had been given him by th«
“And have you no potatoes at home?”
can be certain. Most persons now-adays think
late Emperor of Austria as an acknowledgment of the fi
Weeden,
David
Baker,
George
Allen,
George
“No sir.”
that the planets and moons are inhabited.—
nancial services rendered the Imperial Mbnarchy by tha
Haggerty, Ebenezer Coleman, Benj. Worth,
“Not one?”
But some think otherwise, because the moon
The Tcy Sea.—Warmed and dried by the Mountain house of Rothschild. The baron offered a reward of 35(>
by J. W. Pease.
“No sir.”
seems to have no atmosphere; and men and wo
fire in the bachelor’s little refuge in Montanvert, inspired florins a year to the individual who should restore him his
Honolulu,
Oahu,
Nov.
23,
1835.
Thinking myself rather called upon to re
by his bread and honey, but more inspired by bis wine, I regretted jewel. The daughter of a publican was fortu
men like ourselves could not live without air.
We would beg the attention of our own city began the descent of Montanvert, to cross the Mer de glace nate enough to find the treasure. She presented herself
M. Could we not see some other planets to monstrate with this professor, and the conver
which is eight leagues in length and one in breadth. The with much humility at the residence of the wealthy bank-_
sation becoming pretty warm, the little girl authorities, and all magistratesand legislators, to view
night?
from the top of the mountain was a poor one for my er, who recognized the article with the liveliest demon
finding
herself
neglected
left
the
store.
A
va

the cogent arguments and conclusive reasoning weak eyes at such a distance, and a glass aided me hut little strations of pleasure, and caused five hundred florins to bs
Mr. L. It is possible we might see Mercury
which is nearest to the sun of all the planets, riety of excuses were resorted to, and reasons of our countrymen, who for our convenience in the thick sleet and snow that came roaring down the immediately paid to the young woman in advance, though
and is now in the same part of the heavens with assigned for the sale of spirits by the professor and profit, are in “perils oft,” on the other side mountain gorge. How rejoiced I am that I did not let something beyond the amount of the annual allowance.—
distant view content me, as almost all travellers do!— He also desired that a bond might be formally made out
ofthe globe, and respectfully and earnestly re the
Venus; but this we must put off. Two or three until the little girl returned again.
The sudden elevation of spirits awakened by the awful sub for the regulation of future payments. The girl, having
“Ma says you must let her have it.”
hours lienee, if you will look out to the east,
quest them to consider, whether the licensing limity bf such a spectacle, was a new sensation, and such as obtained possession of her reward, ran to her parents, ill or
“Have what, child?” asked the professor.
you will see Jupiter, who will be to-night very
of men to carry on this destructive traffic at I had never known before. The pyramidal rocks, the der that they might share her happiness and good fortune.
“The whiskey, sir.”
near the star called the bull's eye.
home, is not a violation of the great principles obelisks of granite,needles they are called, were high in the After some days’ reflection, they conceived that it would be
And so the man dealt out the whiskey, and of religion and humanity, and in its influence clouds above me, which the misty view I had of them so more advantageous to receive the capital of the promised
C. O, father, I wish I knew the names of all
in height, that it cost no fancy to make them the annuity at once, than to wait for the dividends. The girl
took the last cent from the little girl for it, al destructive alike to our countrymen and to all magnified
the starsl
very props of heaven. I raced over, the sea-green billows, returned to the generous banker, who received her with the
Mr. L. It is not likely that you will ever though at the risk of that child’s going supper in every part of the world who may follow the driving my mountain staff far into the ice—now leaping greatest affability, and taking back the annuity, gave her in
know the names of all the stars. Many of them less to bed.
example or in any way feel its influence.
the narrow but deep, aye, almost fathomless caverns—and lieu of it the sum of seven thousand florins in ready mo
Passing by a house one evening, I was starthave no names, except certain letters by which
If any thing is looked upon with amazement anon climbing up on my hands and knees to the very tops ney.”
they are known; but you may very easily learn ; led by theory of “murder, murder,” and as and with horror, at a future day, must it not be of the waves, an ascent of from twenty to forty feet where,
above and far below, I could see the stiffened ocean in
Eccentricity—There is living at Mesnll sous Jurieger
to know all the constellations.
! the cry was in a female voice, I opened the door the fact, that men, called Christian, were licen far
the very attitude as it were of leaping still higher and high
the Seine Inferieure, an eccentric being now in his sev
C. What are the constellations?
; and walked in. What a scene! the fire was sing professedly for the public good, their fel er. Imagine Niagara arrested in its fall. Fancy, too, wild in
enty-second year, who has sequestered himself from the
Mr. L. A constellation is a clusterof stars ’ out the teatable upset upon the floor, the kettle low-men to cary on a traffic which, by its whole waters freezing as they tumble over that cataract, all fret world ever since he was eighteen. At that age, he trans
or you may call it a company of stars. In old : upside down on the hearth, the brands scatter- influence, tends to made wives widows, and ted and creased with horrid icy peaks and astounding ferred the whole of his property to a relation, on tha sola
times, when people in the east used to spend ' ed about, and a poor pale faced, trembling fe- children orphans, to bring multitudes to a pre chasms. Think of such a world of waters thus piled up condition of being supplied with board, lodging, and linen.
leagues, as the islands of ice on Newfoundland shores The bargain concluded, he went into bed, and has never
their nights in open fields, or on the house-tops,' male in one corner of the room, with her hands mature grave, and plunge them uncalled into for
and you have an idea of the uninterrupted sublimity of the since moved out of it, except to perform the most indis
they looked a great deal at the starry heavens, uplifted to defend herself from the blows of an all the horrors of the drunkard’s eternity.
frozen sea. True, the thunder of Niagara is not there__ pensable functions of life. He has remained perfectly
Theytook notice that every star had its fixed infuriated husband.
P. S. All editors of papers friendly to the True, the waters that form all this are but the accumulat mule, refusing to see a single person, except those who wait
place;andthat the different stars maderegular fig
When the wretch saw me, he sat down, and cause of humanity are requested to insert the ed tricklings of mountain streams. True, all is still, save upon him, and with whom he communicates entirely by
the rushing of the winds. But you walk upon the waves. signs. lie has a good appetite, and is in perfect health.—
ures in the sky. For instance, three stars would I s°on gathered the story from his wife; perhaps above.
You fancy an ocean is under your feet. You seem to be a He makes his own bed; when clean linen is necessary, It
look like a triangle; thus:—
the best told in her own language.
new man, with diviner powers than you had before, and is placed in his room, and he in return deposites that which
#
“Oh dear sir, I am glad you came in, fori
MISCELLANY.
you indulge the reverie that henceforth you can tread the has been used. He is sometimes heard to mutter a f»w
*
#
waters even as your home. The ocean seemed to be of the words, supposed to be prayers, and the strange resolution
am afraid of my life. Indeed he is a kind hus
skies. Mont Blanc is the sovereign. The glittering pyr  he has taken is attributed to exalted notions of piety. Yet
OLDEN TIMES.
And five or six other stars would look like a band, only when he gets in this way, (cursing
following extract, from an address recently delivered amids are his court. This is his august realm. The it has been proposed to him to lie visited by a priest, and
and swearing by the husband, J I tried to get by The
king’s crown; thus;—
the Mayor of Providence, before the city authorities; clouds are but his ministers. The winds are in bis halls. he has by significant signs refused. The deaths of several
*
him a nice supper to-night: but he has spoiled it describing
the mode and state of communication between II e sends the storm or rolls the avalanche, and the green of his near relations have been announced to him, but he
* * # #
all himself as you see, and you may see this city (Boston) and Providence,will be found interesting. valleys of the earth quake and tremble when he is speak has never on any occasion suffered himself to display the
• « *
ing.
what he attempted to do with that great knife — Christian Watchman.
slightest token of grief or regret; not even that ofthe
Sublimity here has unbounded empire. The soul is person to whom he had transferred his property.—Paris pa
Some would fancy they saw a great snake in in his hand; he tried to stab me.” The knife
“The man who drove the first Mail Stage uplifted. The eye is brighter. The heart beats with a per.
the sky; others would find a chair, or a beast; or had indeed been pointed at her breast, and was Coach between here and Boston, was Samuel livelier pulsation. Indeed, it is the worthiest spectacle I
a ship. So by degrees they had almost all the only prevented an entrance, by a wooden arti- Barstow, who died since my remembrance. Be have as yet seen in all Europe—and here mustend my pauSingular Occurrence--- The new year is bissextile.
description of the glories of the Mer de Glace, as the The
stars arranged into fanciful shapes. They gave cle" of dress.
fore any coach of any sort run from here on that vre
figures forming its date are J-8-3-6. The two first
French
call
this
frozen
sea.
—
Brooks'
Letters.
names to these clusters. And these are the 1 “Sir, I am alone with him to-night, and if he or any other route, a mail it is true, was, with
figures are the quantity of the two latter; each two figures
cofnbined make 9, the four make 18, which two figures
constellations.
stays here he will kill me. He has threatened the aid of public spirited individuals, in a sort of
Electrical shock from a sheet of paper.__ Place an combined made 9; the product is 16,521, which figure*
M. Are the constellations still called by the to kill me over and over again, when in this way semi-official way, established by the illustrious
iron japanned tea tray on a dry, clean beaker-glass: then added together make 18. Such a combination rarely oc
old names?
and now I am afraid.”
Dr. Franklin. It was carried in a pair of sad take a sheet of foolscap writing paper and hold it close to curs.
Mr. L. Most of them are. The names were
The man was lodged in jail that night, but dle-bags on horse-back. Thomas Sabin, who the fire until all its hygrometic moisture is dissipated, but not
given by heathens, and many of them are call as soon as he was released he returned in the has been living since my day, and with whom I so as to scorch it: in this state it is one of the finest electrics
THE OBSERVER
ed after heathen gods and heroes. Every con same state, and with a cart ring almost broke was well acquainted, wa3 the first who under we have.
Hold
one
end
down
on
a
table
with
the
finger
and
thumb,
stellation has some story connected with it.
i his wife's arm in an attempt to knock her down. took to carry passengers. He began by carry
give it about a dozen strokes with a large piece of In TERMS__ Two Dollars per annum, if paid in advance,
C. I should like to hear all these stories.
! He was interrupted by the neighbors and her ing two only, in an old fashioned four wheeled and
ano Ttvo Dollars and Fifty Cents, if at the end of six
dia rubber from the left to the right, beginning at the top.
Mr. L. Wait a while. Many of them are | life again saved. Her own.story is, that when carriage, something like a phaeton. This was Now take it up by two of the corners, and bring it over
months. ’ No subscriptions received for a less term than
one year. No paperx discontinued until all arrearage*
very 6illy. And you had bet ter learn the names • sober? he is a kind, affectionate, and a good not over seventy years ago. In the course of the tray, and it will fall down on it like a stone; if one fin
are paid, except at the option of the publishers.
of the constellations first. This I shall begin provider, but when drunk immediately attempts three or four years, such encouragement was ger be now brought under the tray a sensiblftshock will be
Now lay a needle on the tray with its point project Those who may wish to have their papers discontinued
to teach you very soon.
, to destroy her. She has been time and again given to the business, that he with the aid of felt.
outwards, remove tiie paper, and a star sign of nega
are requested to give notice thereof, at least thirty days
M. I have often wished to know whether all . to Mr. L’s., where he gets rum, to plead with one or two others, set up a coach with four ing
tive electricity will be seen; return the paper, and the pos
previous to the expiration of the term of their subscrip
the stars have been counted up.
i him not to sell any more; but Mr. L. says it is horses: At first, the coach did not run on any itive brush will appear. In fact, it forms a very good
tion, otherwise it will be considered anew engagement.
Mr. L. You must take notice of one thing; ' none of her business who buys if they only pay. particular days, but at such times as a sufficient electrophorus, which will give a spark an inch long, and
All communications relative to this paper, must be
there are millions of stars which cannot be seen
Now sir, I tell these two stories without number of passengers could be obtained ; and strong enough to set fire to some combustible bodies, and
directed to the Rev. M. T. C. Wing, Gambier, Knox
with the naked eye. Various persons have be comment, only refering to the question with when it got to Boston, it remained there until a to exhibit all the electric phenomena not requiring coated
Co. Ohio
surfaces. If four beaker-glasses are placed on the floor, and
gun to count the visible stars. Hipparchus was which I commenced—Who is the murderer?
LIST OF AGENTS.
sufficient number could be found for a return a hook laid on them a person may stand on them insula
the first who undertook this work? He made a
Rev JOHN L-BRYAN,................ Windsor,
Ohio
load. This was deemed at the time to be a great ted; if lie then holds the tray vertically, the paper will ad Col.
............................ Ashtabula,
catalogue of more than a thousand stars.
here strongly to it, and sparks may be drawn from any part Rev. HUBBARD,
From the Mercantile Journal.
concern. In the course of a few years more, of
ALVA SANFORD............... Portsmouth,
his body, or he may draw sparks from any other person,
M. How long ago?
,WM. PRESTON, ................. Columbus,
A VOICE FROM THE SANDWICH ISLANDS. such further encouragement was afforded that as the case may be; or he may set file to some bodies by Rev
Rev. G. DENISON ........................ Newark.
Mr. L. This catalogue was made almost
GEORGE BEATTY, ................... Sieuoenville,
another
set
of
horses
was
procured
and
another
touching
them
with
a
piece
of
ice.
—
Mechanics'
Magazine.
Mr. Editor,—Evidences are continually ac
D. H. BUELL................................. Marietta,
two thousand years ago, or about the year 130 cumulating of the horribly destructive in coach added. Shortly after this, a regular line
SYLVESTER P. ALDERMAN,.. Windsor,
W. SCHUCKERS,.................... Wooster,
before Christ. Several astronomers since have fluence of those men who,for the sake ofimon- was established. But it was not until the adop The Romance of Savage Life—While Black Hawk J.DORSON
EDWARDS,................ Dayton,
was on his tour through the United States, his handsome Dr. ASA COLEMAN,
tried to do the same thing, and at this time, ey, are sending out intoxicating liquor to be tion of the Constitution of the United States, son
.................. Troy, Miami Co.
presented by a celebrated lady with a very pretty J. T. DAVENPORT,.................... Circleville
learned men, in different parts of the world, are sold as a beverage to unevangelized and par that the mail was introduced into the Coach.— silverwasessence
bottle. The Indian received with great sat Rev. B. I. HAIGHT..................... Cincinnati.
E. W. FEET,........................ Chillicothe.
making the catalogue ot stars more and more tially civilized nations and tribes of men.— Ever, since that period, one facility has from isfaction a mark of favor, for which a white regiment of Rev.
ROWLAND CLAP,...................... Cuyahoga Kalla,
pale faced adorers would have made any sacrifice short of WILLIAM HUNT,...................... Urbana,
complete.
time
to
time
been
added
to
another,
till
inter

Writes a gentleman from the Sandwich Islands,
their whiskers, and bag’d it with the utmost care. A great JOHN HANFORD,....................... Middlebury,
M. But do these catalogues contain any
E. KIRTLAND.......................... Maumee,
“Could those men who send out the liquor, course between here and Boston has as length many fine speeches were made upon the occasion, and much F.
Rev. H. S. SMITH.......................... Liverpool.
stars which we cannot sea without glasses?
see the destructive effects ot their labors, they become almost as easy and expeditious as it sentiment was evolved concerning the destiny of the trink G. V. WILLARD............................ Medina,
Ilev. ERASTUS BURR,................ Worthington,
et. The lady herself suggested, that in all probability it JOSEPH
Mr. L. Certainly, thousands of such, and would sooner sink their cargoes in the ocean, once was between here and Pawtucket.”
BASSETT........................ Canfield,Trumbull(
We learn from this address, that the first would be presented to some lovely forest nymph, who was Rev. WM. A. SMALLWOOD,
Zanesville,
every tew days adds to the number. So that than send them out here to ruin the bodies and
then
anxiously
expecting
his
return,
and
would
render
Rev.
A.
GUION
.............................. Fiqaa.
you see Hat although it is possible to count the souls of men. Nor are the heathen, or the re newspaper printed in Providence;; was in 1762, him the envy of all the unbottled spirits beyond the Missis BENJAMIN JOHNS,
Butler Co.
Co
WILLIAM A KRUG,...................
............... Hamilton,Butler
sidents on those Islands the only men that are less than three quarters of a century ago. It sippi.
Norwalk,
^And
tlS ,mPti.w.,
OS8lhle to
the
EBEN BOULT,....
And pvo
even to count
. • count
,
. whole.
,
Delaware,
was called “The Providence Gazette and Coun
ruined
by
this
vile
thirst
of
gain,
and
this
reck

Rev.
J.
P.
BALSMAN
.......
We are now happy to inform our readers that the gift
<. lcvcland,
the nfcked eye, is almost
1? V‘^le t0
E. BOYDEN................
ty Journal. In the insolvent act passed by the was faithfully preserved until the interesting savage return Rev.
Brooklyn,
Rev. SETH DaVIS, ..........
can do it until he has the dilfetm t
006 less disregard of the temporal and eternal in General Assembly in 1756, it was provided for ed
Iaincaster.
to
his
people.
The
best
evidence
of
the
price
he
set
Rev. S. A. BRONSON ......
terests of men. Our own countrymen who oc
Oxford,
ranged; and then it ^ould be difficu^5t
Rev. A BLEDSOE,
Wheeling, Va,
want of a newspaper in Providence, that the upon it, is the fact that he eventually sold it to a French Rev.
Wm. AKMSTKONG, ..
casionally
visit
those
Islands
often
fall
into
the
Washington, D. C.
are some stars which are never 8een u
. pit which their fellow-countrymen have dug for notice by the debtor to the creditors—should trader for ten pumpkins.—American Citizen.
CHAS. WI LI BERGER,.....
Monroe,
“
Rev JOHN O’BRIEN, ......
the United States- one must go far sOUth tT
Detroit,
•«
C C TROWBRIDGE, Esq.
them. Often a poor American youth far from he given by advertising in the Boston Prints!
A Curiosity—Directly east of the south part of the Rev N. LYSTER,
_____
___
Tecumseh,
”
them. And a mist, a cloud, or the brightness country and home, the son of some poor wi
ermn
. WM. SUDDARDS,............... Philadelphia,Penn.
city, and in a right, line with Division, Liberty and Wash nxv.
HFNRY
L.
11OLLMAN,
..............
Pittsburgh,
“
of the moon may keep many out of view. So dowed mother, having escaped the dangers of
ington streets, there is a high bank from which sand K M. WHITE,.................................. New York.
THK QUEKN AND THE QUAKERESS.
that we may say, in ordinary language, the stars the ocean, falls to rise no more, a victim to the
In the autumn of 1818, her late majesty, queen Char and gravel are obtained for filling in streets and the large C GRISWOLD,................................ Utica, New-York.
visited Bath, accompanied by the princess Elizabeth. meadow at the south of the city, which is now being filled ROBERT JONES............................ Crawfordsville, Indiana.
are innumerable.
v. W. HASKINS.............................. Boston, Mass.
of his countrymen; so that their guar lotte,
The waters soon effected such a respite from pain in the and laid out in city lots. The bank at it* highest part is C^W.
C. Father; (Sod «nn count the stars. The cupidity
...................................... Natchez, Miss.
mans and protectors have to appeal to those royal patient, that she proposed an excursion to a park of estimated at 300 feet high, above the level of Division and Rev. P.ADAMS
R. MIN ARD,..................... St. Louis.Missouri.
ho

